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In the student campaign of 1923 about
s1110.000 was pledged or an average of
$100 for each student. Even the
. ti set is less than one eighth of the cost
the gym. The committee has suggest-
• minimum subscriptions of $20 each
- every student—men and women. It
Is felt that many can and will give more,
since it is to be the only request for sub-
scriptions to the building. Five dollars al
i‘ar for each of the four years is small.
In 
-flier to make the payment of sub-
scrim ens easier, the committee requested
the Board of Trustees to permit the Uni-
iersity officials to place half of the
ar nut subscribed on the fall and half on
the spring semester term bills. This re-
quest was granted and collection will be
made in that manner.
The opening gun of the Memorial
iyInnasitim $25,000 campaign will he
tired at the special mass meeting which
i.to be held next Monday mor • g, Oc-
tober 29 in the old gymnasium. From
tilt ii until Friday night is to be a busy
Nearly one hundred students have
...ted their willingness to serve on
',..ms". The announcement of the final
• .al will be made at Maine Night.
Arthur L licering '12. chairman .f the
Memorial Fund Committee, will preside.
"Itob" Parks, chairman of the Student
Committee, will be the first speaker. lie
will he followed by President Boardman.
Raymond Fellows '08. attorney general
of the state, is to be the alumni speaker.
ing the conclusion of this meeting.
''ciation will begin.
try one who subscribes will receive
a pin or button on which will be printed—
"I have subscribed. Have you?" These
Pius are to be worn during the remainder
of the week.
It is possible that each subscriber will
also he ci‘en a certificate or "bond" to
place in the "M" book as evidence of
II"Iding a share in the building. This is
tieing considered by the committee. Each
day the team captains will report to
Alumni Office and the total amount sub-
scribed a ill be posted in Alumni Hall.
Special or regular editions of the
Carripa, be published daily showing
the pr..gress of the campaign by teams
and by fraternities_ 100 per cent groups
will be featured_
(Contirou'd on Page Four)
Vol. XXX
Tbe *tint Campo
Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine
ORONO, MAINE,
OrEMBE
MASS MEETING
Mon. Morning, Oct. 28
Alumni Hall Gym
Speakers
Arthur Deering '12
Bob Parks '29
Pres. Boardman
Raymond Fellows '08,
Attorney-General of
the State of Maine
The Maine band will
play
Everybody come!
Memorial Fund Student Committee Hoover and Smith Find Course Crabbers Are
Big Campaign To Be Held Next Week
Mass Meeting Monday Will Start Drive For Money
To Complete Building; Elaborate Plans Are
Made To Arouse Interest of
Student Body
One Hundred Men and Women Will Act As Solicitors
"Let's set a goal and secure an amount's 
of which we shall not be ashamed" was1
the sentiment of the Memorial Fund Stu- Texas Cow Punchers
lent Committee as a result of which a Will Debate At Maine
Cowboy Debaters front West Texas
ravel and debate in
be on this schedule.
The Cowboy Debaters journeying from
West Texas represent the most distant
institution,—Howard Payne College. This
team will be brought to the University
of Maine at a heavy expense—but it is
felt that with the support of the student
body it will be possible to make the sisit
of this most unique forensic squad in the
country a complete success. The unusu
al dress, the pleasing western manner, the
delightful West Texas drawl, and the
exceptional debating ability of this group
make them an attraction without rival in
the field of inter-collegiate forensic activ-
ity
Bates President Would
Cut Down Examinations
"What is it all about?" was the subject
of the talk given by Dr. Gray, president
of Bates College, at the regular Mondai
morning chapel. "Why are we here
What are we going to do with what we
get here and how are we going to get it
are the questiems which es cry c.ellege
student asks himself", lir. Gray stated
"Someone has said that all a college in
is nowadays is a football stadium
with a classroom attached and all that
education consists of is the copying down
of notes given by a teacher into a note-
book by means of a fountain pen without
either the teacher or the student knowing
what it is all about."
"If I had my way all exams would he
done away with", went on Dr. Gray. "I
doubt very much if college presidents
could pass the entrance requirements of
the college for which they are presidents
and there would he few exams of any
kind they could pass without a great deal
of cramming. I know I couldn't_ Edit
cation does not consist of pumping knoa -
ledge at the empty think tanks in front.
NVe must think of it in a more quantita-
tive fashion. The designers of the Amer-
ican college curriculum have made a
sausage machine of it, cutting up the
whole body into an equal number of part.
known as units, and the student must
get so many of these units so that the
bell on the registrar's cash register will
ring up the total amount necessary for
getting a degree."
In Dr. Gray's opinion this mincing
the various courses in order to gain an
end is the wrong idea. One gains nothing
(Centiaiittf on Page Four)
hooter supporters among the members
of the faculty of the University continue
to increase. The choice of Hoover by
many of those who have been approached
is based largely on his experience as an
engineer and his excellent administrative
record. Few, however, have taken issue
with the relative capabilities of Gov.
Smith. The majority of the statements
this week are restricted either to the mere
indication of the choice for the presi-
dency or the exposition of Mr. Hoover's
qualities without special reference to the
ability or lack of ability of Gov. Smith,
Dr. Drummond
I shall vote for Mr. Hoover. I be-
lieve him to be an able executive. His
efficient record as an engineer and ad-
ministrator lend to his executive ability.
Prof. French
I intend to vote for Mr. Hoover. I
believe him to be the best qualified man.
ernatiot
n f
. to vote or Mr. Hoover, His
I views, as he has expressed them, are more
in line with my views than those of any
other candidate.
Dr. Rice
I shall vote for Mr. Hoover on the.
, basis of the scope of his attainments and
. his proved efficiency.
Prof. Fitcn
There are many reasons why I expect
to vote for lloover and none of them is
the old old one that it is because my father
voted for Republicans all his life and what
was good enough for him is good enough
for me. I voted for Wlison for president
because I thought he was the best man.
1 Hoover has the broadest experience to fit
him for the position of president of any
man in recent years. His work in Europe
gained for him personally the admiration
of European peoples. This attitude will
react whenever questions of an interna-
(Continued on Page Four)
Hit By Professors
Even you may be classed as a "course
crabber," when a poor, meek, innocent
member of the Junior class could be
branded as such by one member of the
faculty who happened to notice this up-
perclassman studying a book during a
meeting of the Campus board. The pro-
fessor was making his way through the
crowd which had assembled at an outdoor
meeting of the editors on the steps of the
M.C.A. Building, when he was asked
what constituted a "course crabber." lie
looked the throng over carefully, and
pointing to the third year man said.
"There sits a 'course crabber.' Anyone
who will consciously study during a Cam-
pus meeting is such a person." With that
off his chest, he trudged on to his dutics.
Now, here was a young man, serious
in his own mind, trying to study a little
and at the same time do his duty to his
paper, thereby sacrificing his studies only
class. If a course crabber is one al..
asks questions for information, I should
like to see more of them in my classes.
If he is one who asks questions for the
purpose of misleading his instructor and
thereby getting a better grade than he de-
serves, I have seen very few of them.
however, I believe I should prefer to have
a class composed of this type of course
crabbers than a class composed of stu-
dents who would not ask any questions."
Professor ('rofutt
Professor N. R. Bryan of the Mathe-
matics department in giving his views on
the matter made the following statement.
"A course crabber is a student who pre-
pares and forces upon the attention of
the instructor more than the maximum
amount of work required or expected in
the course.
"By virtue of academic conditions in
general and in mathematics in particular.
Continued on l'age Four)
Maine Opens State Series With Bates;
Plenty of Opposition Is Expected
Captain Buzzell Back To Start His Last Series for Maine
The Maine Varsity starts its big drive
this Saturday towards the goal of the sea-
son—that of the State Series Champion-
ship, when it stacks up against the fight-
ing Bates team at Orono. The Bobcats
have a heavy team this year, having made
an impressive showing against strong op-
ponents.
This game should be one of Maine's
hardest fights of the year, but the Bears
are going to be in there fighting tooth
and nail with the same team that made
such a strong showing against Yale.
Captain Russell will be back in trim
I.. start his last State Series and will be
read,i to pull off his usual asosrtment of
spectacular run,. After his week's lay
if ss it hi an injury be is just "twin' to
go," as Rip would say Lymie Abbott
Imac recovered sufficiently from his in-
jured leg to start the Bates game but he
will not play the whole of the game,
pr.bably. as Coach Brice does not want
to run the risk of a setback with two more
Series games to play. Abbott's perfect
passes and his excellent calling of plays
will buck up the Maine offense consid-
erably AS it has not been over strOilli
when it came to scoring, in the last two
games.
The well balanced backfield of Bondi.
Coltart, Abbott and Moran should have
a good many treats in store for the fans.
The reserve material for the backfield is
exceptionally strong now as the combin- •
ation of Airoldi. Noddin and Blocklinger
is exceedingly versatile as was shown in
the New Hampshire game. All thc boys
have had plenty of experience and arel
right in the pink for the series.
The line is a hard bunch of huskies,
!lasing had just one had injury all fall.
Goaell will very likely be out of the
Bates game with an injured knee but
Lynch is perfectly capable of handling the
right tackle assignment as he did last
year in a most satisfactory manner. Paul
Hickson put up a great game at New
Hampshire for his first test of college
football at end, lie will probably get the
call to start the game but Ted l'almer
will alternate with him on the right
wing Hickson is a natural athlete and
is fast, tho quite green. Palmer has the
advantage of hard experience and knows :
all the trick. ..f the trade but it is true
that he is much lighter than Hickson and
not so effective on the offense, althmigli
it is a tough job to beat him much on the
(Continued on Page Four)
As Will Be
Black Grabs Blocklinger's Short
Pass In Last Few Minutes of Play
And Runs Twenty Yards To Beat N.H.
Bears Play Whirlwind Game Thu Captain Buzzell
• And Abbott Are Missed; Backfield Men
Run Wild But Lack Necessary
Scoring Punch
Entire Maine Team Gives Excellent Demonstration of Brainy Football
Student Senate Asks For
Thanksgiving Recess
The Student Senate held its second
meeting of the year last Tuesday evening.
v .von user I is
•,tiril of money donated for the mainte-
nance of the bear.
Two important committees were form-
ulated, one to consider and remodel if
necessary the present regulations for the
election of class officers and the SeCit1111 to
formulate and present a plan to the Board
of Administration wherein the Thanks-
giving recess will be extended.
The Senate is desirous of receiving
student opinion on both the issues of class
elections and the holiday extension, and
will appreciate the suggestions of inter-
ested members of the student body. This
policy is in keeping with the policy of
the Senate—the analysis and constructive
projection of student opinion.
With only two more events, the ham-
mer and the javelin, to be run off, the
Juniors seem to have the Pumpkin Meet
all sewed up They are leading the
Freshmen by seven points, 58 to 51. The
Sophomores have collected 17
while the Seniors are bringing up in the
rear with 10 points.
Two indoor field records were broken
"Bud" Lindsay was clocked in 9:44 for
the two mile run, while "Charlie" O'Con-
nor jumped 5 ft. 11 in. in the running
high jump.
Summary:
1 mile rim—won by Mank '30; 2nd,
Stinson '29; 3rd. Austin '30; 4th, John
son, W., '32; time, 4:42.
100 yd, dash—won by Berenson '30;
2nd. Ashworth '32; 3rd. Battles '32; 4th.
Caulfield '31; time,10
220 yd. dash—won by Berenson '30;
2nd, Ashworth '32; tie, Caulfield '31, Bat-
tles '32, Wendell '32; time, 23%.
440 yd. dash—wtm my Niles '29; 211d.
Hardy '30; 3rd, Austin '30, 4th, Con-,
logue '19; time, 5434.
880 yd. dash—won by Lowell '32; 2nd.
Dekin '32; 3rd, Fuller '32; time, 2:09.-;
110 yd. low hurdles—won by Swain
'32; 2nd, Pickering '31: 3rd, Zottloi '32;
4th. Jones '30; time. 1411'f.
70 yd. high hurdles—won by Jones 30;
2nd, Stiles '31; time, 94.
2 mile run—won by Lindsay '30; 2nd.
Caler '30; 3rd, Gunning '32; 4th. Chand-
ler, '19; time, 9:44.
FIELft EVENTS
!high jump---won by O'Connor '30; 2nd.
Cuotxo '30; 3rd, jOrlell '30; 4th, Branch
'30; distance, 5 ft. 11 in.
(Continued on Page 1-tint)
The Maine Bears upset all the pet
forecasts of the wise (hipsters last Satur-
day by outplaying New Hampshire at
Durham but the Maine toys were weak
on the scoring ability, raising out the
Wildcats 7 to 0. Rip Black was the sen-
sation of the day when, with two mM-
utes to play, he took
contests Maine has
played for a number of years.
The Bears played around the Wildcat
goal all afternoon but could not make the
grade when it came to scoring. Maine
made a total of thirteen first downs to
New Hampshire's three and the ball was
advanced into Maine territory just twice
for any considerable amount.
Captain Russell played the hardest
game of his life—on the bench imploring
Coach Brice to send him in hut Brice
wisely kept Jim out where his injured
shoulder v.as free from further bruising.
George No41,1in played a great game at
left half III Buzzell's place lie punted.
passed and ran with the ball in the true
Russell fashion. Mike Coltart ran the
team perfectly and backed the line up bet-
ter than he ever did before, which is
saying a whole lot. Louie Airoldi put up
a strong game at fullback and defensive
quarter. Louie ran back punts as though
he had been doing nothing else all his
life and his slashing line plunges were
the features of the game. Jack Moran's
left handed passes to Black and his
shifty rims through the line were all any-
'tie could ask. Warren Blocklinger, who
replaced Noddin in the last few minutes
of play matle a brilliant showing. His
passes were the most accurate of the game
,aiulyahredasglied. through the line for plenty.f
The Maine line put up a stubborn fight-
ing game as the number of Wildcat first
downs shows. The much tooted New
liampshire offtackle thrusts and center
plunges were smeared time and again for
a loss or only a small gain. Time and
again the line would spill the Wildcat in-
terference and Coltart would nail the man
with the ball right at the line of scrim-
mage. Every man in the line played
hard football and deserves much credit
for the victory. Paul Hickson played his
first real game of football at right end
and was in there fighting the whole dis-
tance, It was some team for a crippled
(milt. Coach Brice deserves a world of
credit for developing this thundering
herd in just four slays, as one might say.
Maine elected to receive the opening
kick off and with 'Vail, Davis and Zaka-
arian tearing holes through the line, Nod-
din and Airoldi crashed through for con-
sistent gains. These rushes together
with Moran's deft port side passes ac-
counted for five first downs in the initial
period hut costly fumbles kept Maine
from scoring New Hampshire dill not
make a first down in this quarter. Their
star hack. Stewart was carried frean the
field afte the first play of the game.
(Continued on Page Four)
Sets $25,000 As Minimum Goal For More Willing Supporters
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THOSE FOOTBALL SENDOFFS
Three weeks ago Maine played Yale. Notices were posted that the
student txxly was to gather at the waiting room on the (lay the football
team left to give the fellows a sendoff when they hoarded the noon car
for Bangor. Approximately one hundred and fifty students appeared
to give a few cheers for the team. Six members of the famous Maine
band were on hand to play the Stein Song. What an expression of the
"good luck" sentiments of the University of Maine!
Last Friday the team departed for Durham on the same car. In
order to get a large crowd at the rally a spirited student secured official
permission to blow the whistle. Everybody knew that there was to be a
sendoff for the team, yet only about one student in twenty stopped to do
his share of the cheering. If the Yale sendoff was bad the New Hamp-
shire sendoff cannot lie described. A few cheers were given in a half-
hearted manner; not one band instrument was ill sight ; the Stein Song
was an absolute failure: in short, the whole thing was terrible.
Next Saturday the State Series opens—the biggest events of the kill
athletic season begin. Maine is again the leading contender for the cham-
pionship. but if the student body doesn't show more interest in the team
than it has in these sendoffs can we expect the boys to fight?
When Maine lines up against Bates Saturday afternoon let's have
every student of the l'itiyersity in the cheering section singing and yelling
r all he is %1 t n-th. Then watch our tevii!
THE STUDENT CAMPAIGN
In a few more days the l'itiversity will be in the midst of one of
the biggest financial campaigns which it has ever known. Everybody ap-
pears to be anxious to do his bit to help the construction of the Memorial
Gym along and everybody is waiting for the opening gun to be tired Mon-
p.
r•--qIP-• •
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Correspondence
Editor of the Cadopao,
Dear Sir:
It is indeed gratifying to the Athletic
Board to hear through the Campus of the
renewed interest in the completion of the
gymnasium Armory and to learn that
this interest has brought action from the
Student holly. The Board gives its
hearty approval to the proposed drive for
funds to build thc gsm and is glad to sup-
port the campaign in any way possible.
We are %cry proud of the Indoor Field
made possible by the %cry generous con-
tributfins of the alumni. faculty and
friend, oi Maine. We hope, however, that
in the near future oe will be spared the
necessity of making excuses and explana-
tions to visitors and friends concerning
the missing portions of the building as
planned originally.
To those in charge of the proposed
drive we extend our best wishes and hope
that the quota set will be spontaneously
oversubscribed.
Cordially yours,
L. S. Corbett
Editor of the Campus,
Dear Sir:
While the students and the Alumni are
in a money raising spirit to secure a new
gymnasium, would it not be an appropri-
ate time to consider a few other improve-
ments? In the next few weeks it is
hoped that $200,000 will be raised. Could
not the University spend that $200,000
on improvements that are needed more
than a new gym?
Would not a law school be of greater
importance than new showers and lock-
ers? The men end women of the State
of Maine are forced to go out of state to
prepare for the bar.
Our Chapel is a disgrace to the Uni-
versity. Religious reverence can not be
secured in a hall which on various occa-
s'  is used for plays, lectures, football
rallies, debates. and as a cloak room for
dances. As an Auditorium it is a com-
plete failure. Beyond the fifth row few
can see the stage, rostrum or pulpit as
the case may be. Beyond the fifteenth
none can hear. Most of the city high
schools have better halls than ours.
The $200,000 could construct new dorm-
itories for men and women. When stu-
dents are forced to commute from Still-
water, Orono and Bangor and many are
turned away from the University for lack
of accommodations, it is time steps were
taken to remedy the situate 41.
A_
•
.._,—r 'r ""1 11—
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In our correspondence co ninths—Ws
tudelit who feels that there are several other things which are =riled
on the campus more than the new gymnasium. We agree with him in the
point that they are all needed. but we do not believe that anything is need-
inure than the gymnasium at the present time. ‘Ve feel that the vari-
ous needed improvements which he mentiims are not problems for stu-
dents and alumni. hut rather for the administration. The state is sup-
1,11,01 to provide dormitories, law schools. etc. They are not memorials.
Gymnasium Armory is a memorial to Matne's dead soldiers. It is
the gift (of Maine men and women and DOI tof the state. It should he re-
garded as an how or to he able to ei attribute to the completion of the build-
inv.. We believe that the Gymnasium-Armory will 414, more to help
Nlaim• grow than anything which can be erected. I .et's go!
•
THE STUDENT SENATE
%1e strongly favor the attitude taken by the Student Senate (in the
questions of hazing, holidays at Thanksgiving, and elections. These three
topics are receiving much discussion by the students of the University
and are of interest to all.
Hazing has been a practically unknown form of showing "class
-terit" at Maine during the past few years. The case which was report-
ed to the administration last week was the outcome of two weeks of con-
tinuous class tight in the dormitory. The stand that the Senate has taken
is that the responsibilit% for future hazing cases shall rest in the Sopho-
more Owls society. I lazing is a serious (dense and someone should be
held responsible for its occurrence. Since the ( )wig are supposed to pro-
mote the spirit between the two lower classes they are the most logical
men to be held liable fin- ',riper conduct in the eiirrective pun:shment of
freshmen
The ›enate has appoititt•41 a committee to investigate the Thanksgiv-
ing holiday situat.  and to make an attempt to bring about a satisfactory
understanding lietaren the students and the administration concerning
the holiday. It is lisped that a change (-an be made in the calendar which
will allow the sttident• to have the w erk-end after Thanksgiving Dat-
off, instead of the legal hiiliday ;thine. Miivements for this change have
been made ever year but none have succo•viled. I lip -ever. we believe that
an arrangement can be made which will allow the ext <lays at Thanks-
giving time and take a‘‘ as s line lif the other holidayit. taking it more
pleasant for both students and faculty. The present pla is not at all
satisfactory. and any change which can he made to improve the situation
will meet with the approval of all.
The third problem which the Senate hopc, to solve is that of class
elections. The elections held last year will go down in Mane history as
disgraceful eshibition, of po•of grietatict•s inil so-called "fraternity pol-
itics." We have Leen informed that ohm, have alremly been ciimpleted
to stage another Northern Stouthern lt-aone ttolit for offices. We sincere-
ly- hope that the Senate or the immuttee Eligibilits will take the
necessary steps to prevent the execution ii hese plans and will endeavor
io make the student body realile that 1 Ien. ..tio r•II P. DOI a political lab-
oratory. However. if "Tammany stalks agam" it will find little favor
with the Maine students who think for themselves. 1,ecause. these men
ttul women were disgusted with the result of last year's. foolishness.
If any of our would-he campus politi—COD, are interested in b.-coming
try out to ,r the tiosition of cheerstudent leaders, we suggest that they
leaders—soon.
propriations for the Uni%ersity.
The drive for the new pia; a %wilily
one but personally I believe that the men
in whose memory it is to he eretted. would
much rather have the money spent in fi-
nancing some of the more necessary im-
provements. The drive is on. It is up
to all of us to see that the $200,000 is
raised. Maine Alumni and students have
never failed to make the grade. May next
fall see the new gym under construction.
But I hope that Maine will never be
known as an Athletic building with a
University attached.
Respectfully,
Arthur B. Conner
Editor of the Campus,
Dear Editor.
I like your paper. I like the size, and
the make-up and the contents. The cor-
respondence is a fine idea. Read 'em and
Weep is almost always worth resoling. Of
course there are some things about the
material--! Fr instance, it doesn't seem
possible that Haynes Manchester Wheel-
er '27. 'ZS. '29 can suppose that anyone
would belief(' he wrote that letter, or any
letter. But now that Hoover has been
elected President (by the facult i let's
not deal in any more personalities.
There is one thing tho' that Professor
Pishni should know. A llog is the one
animal that will stop cramming himself
this side nausea, and it has never been
known in all agricultural history for a
hog to want to "make a brilliant display
of his own knowledge and to insinuate
himself into anyone's good graces.
Ilowever—!
When the M dri%e ii a.af and
over, and the Memorial Gym fund drive
is realized, will you trite me space to
boom a concrete walk diagonally across
the ten acre ploughed lot in from of our
library? At present the library is the
most isolated budding on the campus.
and besides, it is neither edifying nor
efficient to hate to go two miles around
a cornfield when one might as well be
allowed to go a quarter mile across it.
Sincerely yours.
Annie Laurie
real name withheld)
Editor of the Casnriss
Dear Sir:
There have been a number of articles
in the Canopus and a greater number of
discussions outside in regard to the notice-
ably poor spirit of the student body. Are
the students really to blame for this lack
of spirit? Whets have the new 5i:silents
had a chance to get into the feel of a'
college spirit.' Did an) of the upper-
classmen go rushing out to ring the bell
and blow the whistle after Maine, first
victory? No, the University choked all
attempts to show spirit in this respepet
by removing the whistle.
Our cheer leader, hate requested the
faculty manager that the student holy
march into the games. The answer as-.
"No", and the excuses similar to this:
That the WHOLE student body would
not march. That as the parade approach-
es the bleachers, some of the wise ones
make a mad rush for a seat, thus spoiling
the effffect. He was perfectly right it)
both cases, there are a few who will not
hoer themselves enough to became real
Maine men and women for a couple of
hours, but he is not right in thinking that
this is the feeling of the majority. Even
if only half of the students march, it is
a fine old college custom that should
not be abolished. There two student or-
ganizations who are responsible for such
matters as controlling the march of the
student body. If the University is afraid
to put a little responsibility on the shoul-
ders of the Senior Skulls and Sophomore
Owls, why not abolish theni and hire
some more policemen?
The reason that millions attend foot-
ball games each year is not merely to see
eleven men kick, fight and push each
other all over the field. They attend be-
cause they love to see and feel the spirit
of the student body and the team coordi-
nated and working as one, to see thou-
sands rise to their feet, silent as death.
as a long pass is thrown, the tense ex-
pressions on their faces as they hold their
breath and wait, the low swelling moan,
if the pass is grounded or the shrieks
and yells if the play is a success. Hun-
dreds of Maine graduates come back each
year just to play the game in spirit with
the team, as they did in their own college
days. Why should we fail them?
Let's show some colors at the next
game, buy a small pennant, get some tin
horns. Thirty men from Connecticut
put us all to shame the other day. The
coach and the team are there with the
spirit, they have accomplished the impos-
sible with a broken team. But they can't
stand alone all thru the coming series.
We must show them that we know who
the State Champions for 1 128 are going
to be, and that we know if Bates gets
the ball near the goal posts Saturday.
there will have to be a strong wind.
e the crowd the most colorful. spir-
rade
uplt
wha
4-silies-s), in" •
Etith.r oi Cot CAMPUS
Dear Sir:
Alfred E. Smith is my choice for the
presidency because I believe in his views
on the main issues of the campaign, which
are prohibition and farm relief.
After eight long years one must omfess
that the present prohibition enforcement
is ineffective. All that Mr. Hoover says
about the situation amounts tin the fact
that he proposes to continue this ineffec-
tiveness under the cover of a promise to
rigidly enforce the law. Mr. Smith. on
the other hand, takes a definite stand an
the question with a plan to better the
condition, namely, modification with state
control. He goes further to say that
should his plan fail by referendum, he
will honestly enforce prohibition as he
would any important executive duty.
On the question of farm relief. Hoover
is practically silent. Here Mr. Smith
again comes out with a definite program.
He proposes to form a committee of farm
experts to investigate conditions so that
definite plans for relief may be formed.
He also favors the national marketing of
all farm produce, which alone is better
than no plan at all.
Thus is my choke based on a man with
plans which will benefit the countrf
Joseph Schultz '31
Editor, The Maine Campus.
Dear Sir:
It seems to me that Maine needs a new
song. or perhaps two or three new songs
and while I'm no musician. I've got a
hunch that the air of "Keep the Home
Fires Burning- would provide the basis
for a splendid Maine song. It has force
and sweep, and is popular and easy to
sing, being well within the range of the
average voice.
I think it might be well to announce a
contest of some kind, and let the would.
be poets submit their stuff. No less
authorities than Dr. Ellis and Prof. Turn-
er have said that I do not write good po-
etry, and so it must be true, but I am sub-
mittirig a sample of what might be done
with this saw
KEEP THE CHEERS RINGING
(Tune "Keep the Home Fires Burning")
Keep the cheers a-ringing.
Mile loy-al hearts are singing.
When our football boys plow through
To make that gain!
Let them hear our takes.
As rs cry heart rejoices.
Shake the grand stand with one shout
For Maine. Maine, Maine!
Yours truly.
Philip M. Marsh
Cuts were in order Friday as campus
Aspirins and Alfalfas calooped out of
Orono for another collegiate adventure
—this tins. to twist the %Vild-cat's tail '
at New Hampshire.
Had's Hay it S ,o; and what a day it
turned out to be it the old gents; especi-
ally those who sat .,t1 the Nlaine side.
Our much-discussed and overworked
? co-eds decided to show their buggy-
riding ability by joining the caravan. but
not in the customary derelicts as the eds
(lid, however. The eds experienced the
usual 37 varieties of flats, leaky tops, en-
gine trouble and all the other well-known
'joys of mot'ring.' Between being held
up by State Troopers looking for stolen
cars and running off the main road be-
cause of the thick fog and troublesome
lights, the trip down was very une%entful.
Every ed got in free (so did some of
the co-eds, as usual) some by highjack-
ing the fence, others as 'competitors', and
the majority through the extreme kind-
ness of the management on N. H. blanket
taxes. Such magnanimous hospitality—
Wow! Worthy of emulation, ah'd say.
What a rip-tailed snorter of a time
those Granite-Staters pulled off! In the
forenoon every seat in the stands was
packed to review the parade by the Army
—pardon. the R.O.T.C. Imagine it!
Every formation was perfect, not a slip-
up anywhere, which was especially note-
worthy when one considers that the fresh-
man class had but five weeks of training.
Evidently there are no awkward squads
at Durham.
And now for the game. Godfrey. what
color, what thrills! Six cannons went
off, two with aerial day-bombs that rack-
eteered dizzily upward to discharge par-
achutes that floated zephyr-like down-
ward unfurling first a New Hampshire
banner, then a Maine banner. An air-
plane, carrying two old N. H. football
players, released an inflated football (an
old one, too) with blue and white stream-
ers. The spheroid was then presented
with much ado to Governor Spaulding—
togged out in his swallow-tailed coat and
two-and-a-half-quart stovepipe hat. Thus
the Guv'nor started the battle, only with
a newer football, however.
Say, that New Hampshire cheering
and spirit was a revelation! Maybe they
didn't support their team, and h—wow!
Honestly, you could even hear it echo
back front the 'Old Man' up in Franconia
Notch, it was that potent. Yes, we had
-
iither words, / to
happier bunch oi boys than the Maine
team after the game. Then. a miniature
snake dance (ten of us) and the search
for the bonfire—no luck. it WAS too well
guarded and hidden front our devilish in-
tentions.
The N. II. U's were all eyes as we
paraded around in our fall clothing.
Neter before had they seen red skii-jack-
ets and tams and other wardrobe para-
phernalia so common to our everyday
existence. Yes sir, Maine set the fashion
last Saturday in more ways than one.
Prouder'n a peacock we were.
Sum-flyers. stay-overs. hang -flyers--
whoa! Hold it—leit-overs, we mean
and the victorious return of the natives
began. Whifflesruirting. cahooberating
ashcans. trekked, ambled and meandered
back to familiar haunts laden with those
rare 'collitch-gents' you read about but
seldom see, who went, saw and conquered
New Hampshire. All up for the next
adventure—Bowdoin-r-r-r-r—you know
what that means. Start your tinkering
now.
See you at Brunswick!
home Ecs Tutor Infant
In Bathtub Technique
Due to the diligent training ot the Home
F.cs at North Hall. George Joseph Legere
familiarly known as Jeri-) is becoming an
expert swimmer. Ile goes swimming rig
ularly every day in the bathtub assisted
by whoever happens to he putting him
through his paces that week, anti it is
rumored that before long he'll be going
with Lindbergh on a non-stop flight front
New York to Paris.
Jerry, aged 6 months, has blue eyes
anti light hair and weighs 20 pounds. Ile
is really one of the cutest babies the sen-
ior Home Ecs hate had to practice on
for quite a while eten if one of the girls
does say he has big feet. It takes quite
a baby to be left to the tender mercies
of twelve inexperienced would-be baby
tenders and still thrive on it, but that is
what Jerry seems to be doing The sen-
ior Home F.cs must get training some way
in the proper care of babies so every year
they get one of the State babies to prac-
tice on Jerry just arrived last Thurs-
das- from Pittsfield where he was being
cared for by a State mother. Ile expects
to stay six weeks at North Hall unless
the girls can't bear it to have him leave at
the end of that time.
Galloping Ashcans
Read 'EntCarry Mainiacs To N.H. And Weep
omit,
tqf
Professor Mark Bailey wants a literary
man for President. George Bernard
Shaw admits he is the best dramatist of
the age. Therefore we nominate for
President of the United States our cynical
English friend because we feel that it
would take someone with a hardened
sense of humor to live down a political
campaign in America.
"Mink" "Grandpa- Kent shyly bring,
a child to North Hall not without amend-
ing his action, however, by "Yes ma.til,
she's not my baby!" And now all the
foster mothers cluster about the cradle
crooning. "It's just like heaven, it sound,
like heaven—to hear a baby cr-y!" %Vito
says a co-ed cannot make use of the
knowledge gained in four syncopated
years of co-education!
"The moon belongs to everyone, and the
best things in life are free."—Motto
adopted by the couples who park behind
A T 0. Apparently the Phi Eta House
doesn't have a monopoly on providne-
cars for those of indiscreet year,
"Prexy" Pierce, in fulfilling his duty
"chairman." is quite as busy as Date
Kingman.
He: "You have a wonderful form.
dear."
She: "Must you go over all that again
• • • • 4,
The R.O.T.C. ss in military
view before its ne eers, Capt. AP , • •
Whitmore and Col. rry Mitchell.
Saturday morning between the hal,- -
during the girls' hockey game. I
at interesting to Ni,ateli the
I the "Chum Night" r ,
Some of the Aggies t t a a
paign to get money for a few new
would be better than one far the Missi
orial Gym.
"Well. how's vi or f,,,•
team coming?"
"Like counterfeit money."
"What do you mean?"
"The hakes are full of lead, and
quarters can't pass."
Ad in Strand Theatre
Family Department Store
I. Stone Prop.
The foundation must be shaky ir
this business.
A Ramon physician says that in •
years kissing will he a thing of the
but he didn't say whose past.
As far as it is known no detestahl
audacious lies have been turned in •
Campus for the past two weeks.
boys in the Dorm must be behavin.
Skeet—What is a dry dock?
Pud—A medical man who is
with his liquor supply.
We have heard of tough luck
looks as if the M.C.A. has been I
the toughest.
English Prof.—"Himie. when
finished you may repeat what I han.
in your own words:
"See the cow, isn't she pretty :
the cow run? Yes. the cow can ril•
she run fast as a horse? No, sl
not run as fast as a horse."
Himie: "Lamp de cow. Ain't
beaut? Kin th crow hustle in v
horse? Naw. de cow ain't in it tt
horse!"
MAINE NIGHT
"Guess I'll get drunk,- said du
of beer as the college man walked
Irate father Uo lazy soul: WI
you always lying about the house
Lazy son: I neser did. Don'.
much of the old shack, but I nes,
so.
A freshman has been found %h., •
the Experiment Station is the pia,
Sophomore Owls use for their to,
practice on wayward froth.
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CAMPUS NOTES
ilorsement of the campaign for funds
- 
the Memorial Gymnasium-Armors
•e-eti received from the following or-
/Aims—the Sophomore Owls. the
..more Eagles, the Student Senate.
hard and Blade, the Pan-Hellenic
the Track Club, the Women's
:cut Government Association, and a
tilers. This is a further demonstra-
oi the fact that the student body is
, and willing to do all within its
. to put this drive over. It is a neces-
thing and its need is realized.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Local and National Adds Historical Carload Tips
At Mt. Vernon Fete Over; Cough Found
Three more houseparties were added to
the list of social events on the Maine cam-
pus last neck. Lambda Chi Alpha en-
tertained on Friday night and Phi Eta
Kappa an dMount Vernon held parties
Saturday night.
At the Mount Vernon Jamboree Mrs
Perkins and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young,
chaperoned. Mrs. Mac mough anil
Mrs ."Mac- were United also Frankie
and his Jazz-Bitter Cronies furnished
the chunes for this fevered shin-dig.
.erette F. Conlogue and Edward G.
' he girls chose to call it an -advertis-
e. both of the class of 1929. have 
T
chosen by the University of Maine
Scholarship Committee to repre-
laine in the competition for the
.hip on December 8, 1928
onlogue. whose home is in Port-
majoring in Biology, and is taking
pre-medical course. Mr. Kelley is
! .1 Edward H. Kelley, Comptroller
Cniversity, and is majoring in
e regular meeting of the Civil Club
'e held on Nov. 8th at 7.00 in 14
ite.
speaker will be Mr . C. D. Pollock.
lilting Engineer from New York.
., ill give a very complete and inter-
illustrated lecture on the 'Making
.o ing Stone.' He will start with the
stone in the Maine quarries and
up thru the steps to the finished stone.
\ II Civil s are requested to attend.
he College 4-H Club will hold a
cling in 355 Arts and Sciences Build-
Tuesday evening, October 30 at 7:30. saw that there was the proper amount of
program is being planned. Refresh- music. Up the 
, 
rud
„ 
a piece at Phi Eta
int, will be served, the next night Bunny Russell's orchestra
I ,.r the benefit of Freshmen, this club held forth and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jen-
nsists of college men and women who. kins and Mrs. Verrill did the honors as
.1 any time in their younger days, were chaperones.
inrolled in the 4-H Agricultural Clubs.
Freshmen (and upperclassmen) who can
meet these eligibility
is elcimie.
requirements are
Professor Leonard, of the Education
Department at Columbia University and
..ti expert advisor on educational surveys,
1\iiS here for a conference last week. Cer-
taM plans Isere made for a study of the
college situation in the State of Maine
Mith the cooperation of the other Maine
olleges.
"Fite main purpose of this survey is to
develine the extent to whicli the igiesent
iacilksfg_educatiow in Maine are italg,
ingfte 1111 4111 •, ”
mong the questions fa discussion if
Maine need a woman's college?"
Does it rain
on the
Grand Banks?
RAIN and sleet and spray are
all in the day's work for Fish
Brand Slickers. They've cov-
ered the backs of deep-sea
fishermen for 92 years.
The famous "Varsity"
model is built of the same
sturdy stuff. It's a handsome
coat, full-lined, with big,
book-carrying pockets that
won't rip. Strap-collar or
plain, buttons or buckles,
and your choice of colors.
If you want a lighter,
\ dressier slicker, there's the"Topper"—smartly cut and
, finely tailored.
Tower's Slickers are sold
everywhere. Look for the
Fish Brand mark. A. J.
Tower Company, Boston.
Massachusetts.
etl3WER
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tug" Party, and it was, although alien
‘me came up the walk it sounded more
like a dog-pound. It was discovered later
that this effect was produced by one sol-
itary pup which Jack Lambert had tied
on the porch. Jack represented "Crack-
er Jack" but he couldn't keep the pup
part of his paraphernalia under foot all
evening.
Among the "Ads" were Wrigley gums.
Moxie, Spaghetti, an attractive Sun
Maid Raisin. "Before and After," the
Maine Campus, and what have you. Til-
lie Sawyer made an intriguing Planter's
Peanut, figuratively speaking—while Miss
Rogers, as the Camppbell Soup Kid, man-
aged to look nearly six years old. Phil
Churchill advertised Bennie Sklar's lat-
est thing in Kollege Kut Klothes—being
togged out in a swell pair of dungarus
and heart rending socks. The Hula girl
who so scantily represented Hawaiin
Pineapple pulled through the evening.
At the Lambda Chi Alpha party Dr.
and Mrs. Rice looked out for the chap-
eroning while Harold Lloyd's orchestra
different sections as follows:
Boardman, the secondary school; Dean
Chase, the classical; Doctor Ellis, the
English; Professor Lutes, the primary
and kindergarten; and Professor Peter-
son, the college faculty. Professor Lutes
is also addressing the alumni association
of teachers at their banquet Thursday
ftvving
Last Thursday night, a blindfold cig-
arette test was held at Phi Gamma Delta
with that eminent connoiseur of tobacco,
tialagher, officiating. Five lead-
ing brands of cigarettes were used They
were: 1.ucky Strikes, Fatimas, Camels,
Chesterfields, and Old Golds. Mr. Gal-
lagher took a sip of Listerine between
each trial. Ilis comments on the vari-
ous brands were as tollov,.s:
Lucky Sirikes—"I guess tlic were burnt
instead of toasted."
I.atimas—"Save the few extra cents."
Camels—"Raise a hump in my throat.*
Chesterfields--Darried if l'ni satisfied."
Old Gold—"Smith Bros. can prepare for
a rushing business."
Judging by the tenor of Mr. Gallagher's
remarks, it is to be inferred that certain
cigarettes are not all !that Babe Ruth et
als claim them to be.
The Wonuufs Athletic Association an-
nounces that November 3 has been chosen
as Alumnae day this year. Besides being
the Saturday of the Bates game this date
has the added advantage of being the day
when the N'arsity Hockey Team will play
the Posse-Nissen team on this campus.
I Invitations have been sent to recent
Alumnae for a luncheon to be held at the
Penobscot Valley Country Club. Women
members of the student body may pur-
chase their tickets from Elizabeth Living-
stone who is chairman of the committee
in charge of affairs.
In pleasing contrast to the cold autuin.
Several University officers of administra- day outside. Balentine parlors, warm and
tion and members of the faculty are softly lighted, wore a festive air at the
speaking at the State School Convention, tea given in honor of Dean Bean last
which is being held in Bangor Thursday Saturday afternoon. In the receiving
line were Dean Bean, Alice Webster,
and Friday. They have been assigned to
Martha Wasgatt, Claire Callahan, HazelPresident
Parkhurst. and Isabella Lyon. Beatrice
Itryenton and Athelie Swett poured.
while prominent Y.W. girls served re
freshments. Faculty members, new al
old, as well as students were present.
Such a pleasing opportunity to become
better acquainted was welcomed by all.
New Line of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Tuxedoes at $35.00
Tuxedoes also rented at $3.00
• 1 am about to install a rotfinann pres- '.j
Good service guaranteed
Ben Sklar
DOBBS HATS
1TIle woliderful reputation of I Add ...is Hat- i based
1 on the firm foundation of superb qualityatIJ
't-
able elegance of style. The prices ar a Ie.as ably
return for the individual attention whi i ch hat
receives fruit expert craftsmen.
The Exclusive Dobbs Sho
VI RGIE'S
ORONO, MAINE
If ifs good to cot, we have it at
LIFE SAVER LUNCH
P. L. HATT, Prop.
CM. PARK AND ('oUl,r. STS.
Cott(
This shop is °POI lilf Saturda)
C. M SHAW PRDPRIET(,11
Bahes - Novelties - Programs - Favors - Prizes Cups
Trophies - Medals
Our Retail :_'to.es System is Now in Operation
Gifts of every Description
1;11,k ..k) 14,, been
awarded the leading role in the Maine
Masques preSentatinn of the Pulitzer
Prize Play. "Craig's Wife."
Tryouts for the play were held Octo-
ber 17. 18, 19 and as a result the following
cast has been selected:
Mrs. Austin Margaret Hammel Nov. 2
Mrs. Harold Mary Soule
Maxie Doris Curtis or Julia Schiro
Ethyl
Mrs. Frazier
Billy Beclum•re
Joseph Catelle
Eugene Fredericks
Harry
Craig's Wife
Craig
Sylvia Gould
Anna Lson
Atwood Levensaler
or A'ictor Nickerson
Milledge Beckwith
Morton H. Flahert
Everett F. Conlogue
Catherine Buck
E. Ray Bradstreet
Frosh Eleven lies With
Coburn In Scoreless Tilt
The freshman football team outplayed
Coburn Classical Institute last Saturday,
but was unable to score on them. The
muddy field may have had something to
do with the outcome, as the freshmen
were on the 2 yd. line at one time, losing
the ball when a thrust at the line failed
to net the required distance for the goal.
The backfield showed lots of strength
and the backs made many first downs
through aide gaps opened for thent ti
the line. The line %%AS working well.
clearing out lanes for the backs to romp
thru.
Revised Fall Track
Schedule Is Issued
The following is a kol.) vl the re11,ed
Fall Track Schedule:
Oct. 2O Cross Country Interscholastic
Meet
27 Juniot vs. Freshmen --sprint
relay
Seniors sa. Sophomore;
Cross Couutry ; Maine is.
Bates
3 Sprint relay finals
8 Cross Como.); Frebhmen
Hebron
14 Trials Interclass Medlcy Relay
Race
Seniors ss. Juniors
Sophomores vs. Freshmen
Interclass Field Meet—Field
Events
19 N. E. Intercollegiate Cross
Country
22 Finals—Interclass Medley Re-
lay Race
26 Cross Country—I.C:A.A.A.A..
N.Y.
Novice track and field meet.
open only to those who have
not won a first place in track
events at College
8 Christmas Handicap Meet
Coach Jenkins has made twit new ica- I
tures this year. One is the interclass
medley relay race, and the other is a
novice track and field meet.
Last Saturday. the freshman Cross
Country team defeated Lee Academy by
the score of 21-35. Gunning of Maine-
took first place for tls'e frosh harriers in
the time of 13.34 minutes.
iNEWiORK LIFE INSURANCE C ANYREPRESENTED YPHIL R. Huss 4'12Bangor, Mai
BLITZ
SIIINES METAL
The polishing cloth recommended for cleatti
im uniforms
W. A. MOSHER CO., Orono,
THE hitch must lie right, the pack mustbe tight. On details such as that hung
the attainment of the day's goal and the final
success of the expedition.
Lewis and Clark, first Americans to cross
the continent, knew the importance of
"trifles" in the concerted plan. They saw to
it tl• - luipment was right, they 3upervised
every st.t..) from man-power to pack-horse-
SIGMA XI
The first meeting of the Sigma Xi
Club of the University of Maine was
held Friday, October 19 at 4.30 P. M. in
Aubert
Professor D. B. Young spoke on re-
search in biology to present adhesions
which sometimes occur after appendicitis
operations. New methods in the manu-
facture of synthetic rubber NAS one of
the topics .•f Professor C. A. Brautlech'
In his report of recent devel••pments iii
Chemistry. Professor A. 1.. Fitch told
of the Experiments of Dr. Milliken of
California, who has developed new hy-
potheses concerning the laws of the con-
servation of nutter and energy.
Officers acre elected for the year 1928-
1929.
C. B. Crofutt, Chairman; W. F. Dove,
Vice-Chairman; 1, II. Prageman, Secre-
tary.
STRAND THEATRE
ORONO MAINE
Friday, Oct. 26
"TWO LOVERS" with
Vilma Banky. Ronald Colman and
Noah Beery
A Real Novelty—CHUM NItOrrr
limuulmother, wife, sweet -TI
and chum friend accompanied by
a male vtill be admitted f
this occasion. Bring your
chum. ONE TICKET WILL
ADMIT TWO.
Saturday, Oct. 17
Al Jolson in
"TI1E JAZZ SINGER-
'''.5Ito . t t. 29
atter t in
AC; . ET-
y, Oct. 30
Florence Vidor in
"DOOMSDAY"
Wednesday. Oct -31
Lois Moran in
"DON'T MARRY"
Thursday, Nov. 1
t‘,1•- Iasi Chaney in
"THE BIG CITY"
MMING
FLEETS IN—RAMONA--
THE rATini .
power, they applied sure knowledge and
constant vigilance to their task.
Today's leaders in business have the same
point of view.
Men in the Bell System, exploring new
country, take infinite pains in preparation.
'They work toward the smooth coordination
of engineering, manufacturing, warehousing,
accounting, finance, public service.
/ BELL SYSTEM
atf,R-ft lie fyl1t$1 *I 114,500,000 mies-tuaat4 flag 1,...,p4umei
Maine Frosh To Tackle
N.H. At Durham Sat.
The Maine Frosh 14CC the Ness Hamp-
shire Frosh at Durham this Saturday and
it will be the hardest game of the sea-
son. The freshmen have a hard fighting
club this fall aith a wealth of good TI
terial that will push the varsity for their
,positions next year.
The Yearlings have not been scared
upon this year but they lack the scoring
punch as was shown in the game against
Coburn. If they play as steady. fighting
football at Durham as the varsity did
they will surely bring home the bacon.
Captain Jasonis received a bad injury
that may keep him out of the Wildcat
Junior gamt but there is a chance that
he will be in condition to play. He is
one of the outstanding backs on the team.
both offensively and defensively and his
loss would be keenly felt. Libby also
was injured in the Coburn game. It is
very doubtful if he can get in condition
by Saturday as he has a very bad ankle
lie is one of the strong linesmen and will
be sorely missed.
The Second Annual Interscholastic
Cn•ss Country Run a ill be held Fridas.
October 26, at 2:00 P.M. on Alumni
Field
There will be the two classes: prep and
high school. The prep schools that have
entered teams are Hebron Academy.
Bridgton Academy, and Lee Academy.
In the high school class there are rep-
resentatives of seven schools: Brewer
High. Danforth High, Deering High.
Freeport High, and Hartland Academy
aith full teams. Madison High has four
men entered, and Washington Academy
has one.
Friday noon, the teams will be given a
banquet in Alumni Hall.
(Cont.nued from Page One)
Maine Opens State Series With
Bates
defense. Palmer has played the whole
of the first three games this year while I
Hickson has had only the experience of
the New Hampshire game.
The rest of the line is in perfect con-
dition for the Series with Vail and Davis
holding down the guard berths. Black at
left end. Horne at left tackle and with
NOTICE Old Reliable Zakarian at center.
All first year students. including fresh- Secret practices will he the rule for the
man and first year special students, wh••
have not received official permission from
the Senior Skulls to be exempt from
freshman rules, are ordered to abide by
the traditional rules until excused.
Senior Skull Society
rm'IRE DELICATE ODOR
next three weeks with students even
having to do the Human Fly act to see
the team at work. Maine's bewildering
plays must be kept secret if they are to
be effective. Coach Brice has given the
team new plays this week, including sev-
eral long passes. It is expected that
Bates will rely to a considerable extent
on a passing game so Coach Brice is
drilling the boys in the art of throwing
and breaking up passes. Lindbergh will
have nothing on the pigskin that is used
Saturday if all indications pan out.
HOUSIt.ANT'S perfUltleS appeals to those who are particulat
lloubiyant's Toilet Specialties
AT
Nichols I Yrug *ore
THE MAINE CAMPUS
'Chum Night At StrandThe .Maiiir Outing Club will holdbusiness meeting this esening at 6.45 in
a baked bran supper and social to be held I Free For Some Coeds
in Old -roan a ithin scseral vseeks. Ar- At last the woman gets ta a ithout
ratigemcm• for a gsm dance the first of paying. Coeds take notice!
the )ear ail! be considered also. Mr. A. L. Goldsmith, manager of the
Strand Theater. Orono, is offering a
treat to the coeds of the University and
other women in this vicinity. Tomorrow
evening, Oct. 6, is to be "Chum Night".
This new feature alloas the girl to go
free while her male escort pays the thirty-
five cents. The gentleman who goes
alone also pays the thirty-five. This is
not a stag party.
To make this night a success an appro-
priate picture has been secured. "Two
Lovers" with Ronald Colman and Vilma
Hanky, a great movie for all and one of
the big specials of the season, will be
presented. This picture has been showing
at top prices at the Embassy Theatre in
New York and is one which should inter-
est not only students but faculty members.
(Continued from Page One)
Hoover and Smith Find More
Willing Supporters
17 Nk 111,10a Plans aill be discussed for
( ottmued frote' Page How
Course Crabbers Are Hit by
Professors
it is very unlikely that that type of stu-
dent could be found in my classes in
mathematics. General conditions in the
academic world now show clearly that
"Our American colleges have grown up."
(What The Colleges Are Doing.) The
seriousness with which academic work is
being done today is shown by the rapidly
increasing numbers in our graduate
schools and by the greater stress upon
academic work in undergraduate activi-
ties. In outlining our courses in mathe-
matics we indicate the lower boundary of
the maximum work. There is no upper
boundary. This gives opportunity for
the hest students to work to their full ca-
pacity and secure a percentage of return
benefits equivalent to that of the poor
students who draw so heavily upon the
time and attention of the instructor. Fur-
thermore, admission requirements so reg-
ulate the type of students that i is unusual
to find one who can do more than cross
a little beyond the lower boundary of the I
region known as the maximum in a course I
in mathematics."
Professor N. R. Bryan
Mr. Fassett of the English Department
a-rites:
"The course crabber is one who tries,
maliciously, by quibbling over small
points, by mean subterfuges, to make a
course difficult and unpleasant for all con-
cerned save himself; he has too much
ego in his cosmos.
"To apply this name, with its connota-
tions, to ttire who, because of genuine in-
terest in a subject, because of the true
intellectual curiosity which is the finest
attribute of humankind, asks questions.
offers suggestions, states opinions in an
honest effort to get at the truth of things,
seems to me to be the weak refuge of a
lazy mind."
F. G. Fassett
DON'T FORGET
"CHUM NIGHT"
AT Tilt
\ A, 
Strand, Orono
7 .k.ridaj, Lict. .e .. '
•40... 
. Arro SlItias ..7 and 8:45
•
tional nature arise. His work in the cab-
inet has been of a uniformly high char-
acter. He is trusted by the American
people. I think Hoover will give us a
better enforcement of the laws against the
use of liquor. We may not think that the
laws are now well enforced but there is
no comparison between conditions now
with what they were before prohibition
went into effect. Smith would make mat-
ters worse not better. We are on the right
track now and to gain anything must
keep on that track.
A. L. Fitch
Kueny Favors Smith
For the past filteen sears I have been
trying to find a difference between the
Democrats and the Republicans. I have
been unable to find any difference worth
ahile. Even the old time members of
both parties do not seem to know the dif-
ference, since they are jumping from one
to the other. Therefore it has come to
a race between two men, and at times it
reminds me of baseball—the American
and National leagues. Which is going
to win?
The Republican Party, altho not
• • nutnerically inferior in the legisla-
e, has had of late the greater majority
in elections for the executive, and the
public eye has been focused on a more
than on the other. The Republican Party
has the happenings of President Hard-
ing's administration against it, for which
it should be penalized. Therefore, I'm
going to vote for Smith for president.
However, since ArtyllIbdy beJievcs.eLt.
afernment by:partata I wouldolila'tiff'
te for Senator Curtis for vice-president
• that he could watch the other party.
F. J. Kueny.
• 
"Not a cough in aFilm-ful
99
says Norma Talmadge after the Blindfold Test
"When you see my new United Artists'
picture, 'The Woman Disputed,' you
will notice that I smoke cigarettes in
several scenes.
"Not wanting to show partiality to any
one of the four leading brands, I decided
to make my choice via the blindfold test,
which I had heard of man1,4imes.
I lappil) , I picked Ow Gowg:
"I found them smooth, m
fully cool . . . r fter,
required t stm e I hall
sist t ( ;OLDS.
in a m- 
•k
d delight.
hen I am
turally in-
's not a cough
NOM T AI a ADCS . arlebread warn make • I. wawa Gk. ass. IrSOLD Goe Dsp • wee Iptaa bet leaot Vele eeefTille
VSINU."Tba Wears Diatiaall.-
Titer IcoMP,ssti '''RSI5 one to he Seel 105 ed eetleteell ie the
Instate at the scree... famous be CIA!. aell "Lei"
Made from the heart-leaves of
the tobacco plant . . . that's the reason for
their honer-hke ;moodiness . . and that's why
you can pick them with your eyes closed.
0
29 70.00
18 31.5 r Continued front Page One)
15 27.00 Black Grabs Blocklinger's Short
17 33.00 Pass in Last Few Minutes of Play
24 41.00 In the second peiod Coltart intercept,.!
9 50
18 1940 I a pass on his oan 37 yard line and Mai:,8 85 5 to•nn proceeded to march the ball down am- •
5-4 109---50 the deepening 
shadows of the Wild.••.5 sanctuary. Airoldi made four, Noddin
12 18 one and a pass from Noddin to Aire'Dorothy Ross '30, treasurer of the netted 30 yards. Airoldi plunged thron,..!Y.W.C.A. was Chairman of the finance ten yards for a first down and Noddindrive,
matched it with a duplicate play. Moran• 
and Airoldi carried the ball in three(Continued from Page One)
Y.W.C.A. Drive Nets Five B Saturday, between the hake5 1 theates-Maine football game, the tn.( ot
100% Fraternities
Chi Omega
Delta Zeta
Sigma Theta
Sigma Tau
Freshmen
Non-Frat
The five day Y.W.C.A. drive netted a
sum of $307.50 with 216 women signing
pledges. 
Fivefraternities pledging 100% were
Alpha Omicron Pi. Chi Omega, Delta
Zeta, Sigma Tau. and Sigma Theta Rho.
The fraternities, number of members,
number of pledges, and amount follows:
Alpha Omicron Pi 29
Phi Mu 21
Delta Delta Delta 19
Pi Beta Phi 18
24
18
the interclass relay races will he run
There are, ten men on each team ark'
each man runs 220 yards. The Seniors
race the Sophomores and the Juniors race
the Freshmen The two winners will
compete in the finals next Saturday, Nov.
3, the members of the %inning team
being awarded class numerals. "Win"
Niles is captain of the Seniors; "Bucky"
Berenson of the Juniors; "Ray" White
(if the Sophs; Ashworth of the Frosh.
plunges to the one yard line, where Col-Records Fall in Pumpkin Meet; tart tried a quarterback sneak that al-Juniors Ahead most went over but the officials said no.
Broad jump—won by O'Connor '30; Shea quickly punted out of danger. Air-
2nd, Brockway '31; 3rd, Chase '32; 4th. oldi fumbled on the next play and New
Curtis '31; distance, 20 ft. 9 in. Hampshire recovered. They pushed the
ball well into Maine territory but tilesPole vault—won by Zottoli '32; 2nd.
punted over the goal line svhen the 11:ieFarrar '30; 3rd, Gatcomb '31; distance.
9 ft. 7 in. stiffened. Maine tried long fora -
passes in an attempt to score but theDiscus throw—won by Bancroft '30; ended as Shea intercepted a pass.2nd. McCray '32; 3rd, Sweetser '32; dis-
I Small made a poor kick off to Ma:tance, 98 ft. 10 in.
I at the opening of the second half at: :Shot put—won by Humphrey '32; 2n(1. Black ran the ball to the 33 yard lit:,Chase '32; 3rd. Cleaves '31; 4th, Curtis Noddin and Coltart made it a first doviii
'31; distance, 30 ft. 7 in. land Airoldi and Moran made it anothe7•  •
(Continued from Page One) ! but a 13 yard penalty for oIding tforc:
Memorial Fund Student Committee ! Maine to punt. Small kicked
Sets $25,000 as Minimum Goal Maine 14 yard line with the help of t
wind. Noddin booted back to the 3
On Thursday, November I. a special yard line. Nelson made five and it look
assembly will be held to report on the as though the Wildcats would carry
exact status of the campaign. bal Ito the goal but a 15 yard penal!..
Maine Night will be enlivened some- put a crimp in their effort. Here Si:-.
what by the announcement of the amount made the longest run of the day ir •
subscribed. A novelty stunt is being scrimmage, a 22 yard run but the Ili
planned whereby the audience will have a play was a completed pass that just :
chance to do some tall guessing, short of the distance. Maine booted
Sunday night prior to the opening of and took the ball away from New II.••
the campaign, the team captains and so- shire on downs. Blocklinger relit .,
licitors are to hold a meeting to receive Noddin at this point and he made
final instructions regarding reporting yards on the first play and threw a a•ss
and plans. They are to be given a dinner to Moran for 15 yards and another b•
by a group of alumni who are interested Airoldi for 34 but several incomp1•7•,1
in the success of the campaign. Thurs- passes gave the ball to New Hampshire.
day noon they will be given a luncheon in Both teams opened an air attack that a.••
the gymnasium by the University as an intercepted and incompleted with real!
expression of its interest. larity but Maine finally got the ball • ,11
dowilavn ffigeirw Hampshire 4 1111 0
.1 X'r
by taking a course, cramming to pass the
final exams and promptly forgetting it.
"There is no education which is ma self
education," Dr. Gray emphatrall; stated.
"The thing 'you get out of education i;
vs-hat you put into it just as the zest you
get out of life is what you put into it. To
have an ideal situation, credits, semester
hours, quality points and such things
should be given up and there should be
exams given only at the end of the soph-
omore and senior years. These should be
given by external professors so that
the students would not have an idea what
the professor would ask. In this way
one could find out how much quantitative
educatient the student had acquired."
paabed t
crashed throug the line
for the second first down. Here came
the prettiest play of all when Black bok
a pass pack 41' the line of scrimmage from
Blockfinger kid esaround eight I.
shaking off four tacElers apd flelt 1m--
feet interference ran 24 y!frets to the Eine
and fell into the end zone as he a.,
tackled from behind, gis Mg Maine 6
points, and Mike added another with a
dropkick. With but a minute to play
Maine kicked to New Hampshire and
Small carried the ball back 40 yards !a-
fore he could be downed. Kelly tossol
a 20 yard pass to Regali and Small niwle
8 yards off tackle but the next play was
air incompleted pass and the whistle t: Ti-
ed their valiant effort to tie the score
Big Annual Sale
Starting Thursday, Oct. 111th
Complete line of Fall and Winter suits, overcoats and topcoats
at lowest prices
Sale closes Saturday Oct. 27
B. K. HILLSON'S 
IOsono
about a
Hallowe'en Party?
We have a fine line of favors, tallies. etc.
Come in and look them over at
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Memorial Gymnasium-Armory Campaign Special
GtaateE F. Mafia', \ ember I. Po.!ts Spci. LAI N., 4
$8,000 To Go
If we-1355 Maine students—
have any sense of pride—
If we realize the real value
of the building to Maine—
If we are willing to help
erect this memorial and
pay tribute to the 41 Maine
men who gave their all—
If we have any real loyalty
to and interest in OMaine
can we fail to get at least
the
last game it rye 'sr wwwr.
Brice the squad through al
$25,000?
neen seen at enema. 11111, 1.1...
• oath 
smmage on Wednesday after
-1 made 
Clar
atcri
y
8. although in the second half Colby
and the team loakeol especially Xr"'d could not make one. Colby rushed the
Black camht set era! 25 and 30 Bear performers toff their feet in the
•ad from At."'" and M"ra" that first period and Maine did the saint'. with
.taulrl hate resulted in I. ouclulowns if ' many of them, in the third quarter. The
a.orked in a real game. Maine should ,(•„„ti„„ea on r„„a
.'..- loin day- in the air if the field is in
sent
Caitain Buzzell, Mike Coltart, Ro,
i thick. Sant Gray, John Lynch, Georg(
Norklidn and Jack LaPlant will he playim:
!heir last game for Maine and will be
cooing at ton form. The eyes of the State
a ill be turned on the Maine per
this game just about decides set era!
Maine berths.
'.1..ine's lineup will prnbahly be about
-ante as the last tao. games although
:ray and Bill Gowen may get the
•!arting tackle assignments ooter llorne
,eol Lynch. These 1. our huskies can
-TAM With the best of them and would
arengthen any club.
Colby Game
Playing under eionilitions which were
oloot made for football, the Colby football
team held the Maine gridders to a so"re-
'ess deadlock in an owean .of squash)
quagmire. 'Normally knoown as Alumni
Field. Orono, last Saturday. The pray-
ers of the Colby team were answered in
..•El while the Maine haloes were blaste•!
'a a thousand parts as the Maine of
nse is built upon speed. deception and
passing. Even with a decided aolvantag.
in punting Colby failed to score althowah
!la y made several close attempts. Maine
a as completely tied up by the weather
!nat and although they threatened Col-
'a's goal line three tinws they could not
The game Was bong drawn out from
thy frequent drying of the hall and it was
a dreary. colorkss contest with few
flashes of brilliant playing as neither
team cauld play real football. The peri-
ods of the last half were shortened to 10
minutes so the game could be finished in
tome for supper.
Captain Butrell oould not gct his usual
,H.:ing etat runs started h.:cause of the
• -shy footing but he did get away for a
atilt' of long gains and a 15 yard pass
a
Maine nue& 12 first downs and
Frosh Eleven Defeats
E.M.C.S.; Closes Season
The Mame 1:nosh poised themselves to
he able seamen in the last game nf their
seasan la milling through with a fi to 0
ictory oyer the husky team from E.M.
.S. the soaked Alumni Field in this-
well as the Alt-Mame women. arm"!
Skulls. and the present coaching staff.
New phootographs of Balentine and Han-
nibal I lamlin Hall complete the calendar.
The work inside the once is do one ill blue
ink. s'. huh is also.. a new idea.
The calendars are on exhibitiont at the
University Store and may be bought there
.or from the Skulls or Ail-Mame women.
lite price is fifty cents. Fite hundred
copies were printed and they are selling
last. The calendars are not only useful
Ito students and faculty but make splen-
did Christmas presents tar friends and
relatites.
Jenkins. and Hartley'.
The Maine band furnish. .1 Inas..
deter ann..uncement ii t 1w result • riii
Memorial tOym Campaign was carried
In Mao l'arks awl Edda Bailey. A mon
ster it. attire was ignited—one of the last
ever seen on Maine Night.
Parties at the varilous fraternity ho 'uses
and dances in Orono and Bangor vim-
pleted the evening's entertainment.
The litter-class Cross Country Run.
held yesterday .oter the three mile Fresh-
man course, resulted in a win for the
Juniors. As in the Pumpkin Meet, the
npuo
No. 7
Forfeit Two Days of
ation and Washints,tou's Birthday
Order To Lengthen Thanksgiving Recess
s Birthday. and One Day From Christmas Recess
To Extend Turkey Day Furlough Five Days;
11 Parade Will Be Abolished Next Year
hms SlUdellt Vole on Question Alter Student Senate Acts
lame Runners ictors
Over Bates harriers
Maine's go', crows country team acortst
easy Oct. .1) tWer the Bates team, 17
• 44, Friday, N. a. 2, on Alumni Field.
oach Jenkins aithliehl ("apt. Mac -
aughtoon Irian the race, not wishing to
Ise any 111111ece•Sary Chant-es With Mac-
atight.ai', ...re leg.
II alike Rio natuosox
Lindsay and Richardson, as in every
eet this year. were again the inditidual
litters. "I hey finished a quarter of a mile
wad 1.1 the next tn.,. Itr.wokS and
aler oil Maine.
'I' woo Bates men 'acre IleXt htlisherS,
lett came three moire Maine mem
 try :
1. Tic. lanolsat NI. 16i•Itards.on M ; 3,
or. Brooks M, Coder sI ; 5. Hobbs It ;
Cliesley It 7. Nlatik M ; 8, Stan-
NI ; Stinson : P., tones B.
A statement granting a five day
recess at Thanksgiving this year
was issued by President Boardman
through the president of the Stu-
dent Senate Wednesday evening.
In order to make this change in the
calendar it will be necessary to cut
two days front the Christmas re-
cess, and also make Washington's
Birthday a regular class day.
l'his reac h's! after each
hionse and oh. rm on campus had the op-
poirtunity 5,0105,e lin the question. This
tote restilte.1 in a 1ichiry for the lieW va-
cati.on plait by an 11-8 majoority. Mato
,orgaitizations opposed the. plan on the
ground% that they lited great distance
ofrnt the campus, and the shoortening .of
the liristma• tacationt would he an in-
enience to them.
The new plan states that classes will
close Wednesday at 5:05 p.m. and resume
Tuesday it., at 8 o'clock. Ti,
change is the result oil action taken hr the
Sttalent Senate, able!' borught the matter
"dote theb'board of .Nolministration
; stressing the fact that it was the popular
wish ..f the majority oif die student tusk
that the recess be len n Thegthe's!. hoard
turned the matter "ter to the president
it It power Mr. Boiardmatt sues:eater" a
referendum aiming the students. and af-
ter this was held and the chnage was fav-
ored Inthe !minority the president issued
menthe statem t allowing the poolonged re-
cess.
This plan will ahmi ludo' for next year,
except that but one day. will tw taken
front the Christmas recess Armistice
day will be made .o rfgular class .day
fill ..iii the other day. 'the R.O.
T.4' Parade will lie abolished. The
Thank st: it Mg recess will loeg in Wednes-
day noon next year instead of Wednes-
day night.
The row respondence het (ant President
Boardman and the Student Senate fol-
lows:
President Hanold S. Booardman
University of Maine
Dear Sir:
The University of Maine Student
liody for seteral years has desired a real
week-end holiday at Thanksgiving. Its
representatite tusk. the Men's Student
Senate. has toot in the past taken season-
.-
able action on the matter, now presented
a sensible solutioni tot the prooblem. The
present Student Senate fee.1% that the en-
tire Student Brody shomil.1 not he made to
stiffer further foot the past negligence of
its ormer represemat ives. Therefore,
after careftil investigation oand cnsid-
eration rof the whole probletn, after coin-
sultations with members of tsath the Stu-
dent Boody and Faculty, the present Sen-
ate earnestly offers for tour approval the
following plan:
Tha.t. there shall he declarer! foot- 19214-
Freshmen placed secoond. "lhe Senioors The game was fast and furious all the f a 1 hanksgit ing hooliday f room Thurs.way, with the ball moistly. in Maine's
were third and the Sophomores last.
territowy. Time and time again Captain daY• N"venther 29. t" 11/41.""laY• 1)es-ern-
Frosh Hockey Squad
Wins Twice By 3-2 Tally
middle of a pouring rain here last Sat- 1
urday imorning. Neither team could play
Ross' ball because ..f the soggy folitint, Committee Comes Through at Eleventh
Booth teams hiSt ChatiCes tio Se-Ore by coost-
ly fumbles rif the slippery ball. Hour To Put New Gym Drive Over Top
The Freshmen fumbled twice on the 5
yard line on ahat should hate been
touchdowns if the gronind was dry. Sims. $25,000 Fund Raised After Solicitors Engage In
Riley and Rtitnazza tore off long gain'
%%bile Fickett and Robins stolid out in this-
lute f. or the Frosh. Powell. and I ootinel-
ly were consistent groiund gainers for
E.NI.C.S. while the work ..1 Bing Copts-
molly at tackle was strong.
Bill Kenyon started mast of the sec-
ond string men whoo made a good showing
but the tirst team was lout in the game
befoore the end oof the period. Neither
team could get the advantage in this per-
iod, both punting and fumbling frequent-
ly. lit the second quarter Sims made a 30
yard run and Riley made another 4.1 20
yards that Need the way for Sims to
plunge the ball across the line. In the
last half Riley got loose for a 40 yard
run lout was pulled do.wn on the 10 yard
line where the Yearlings fumbles] the ball.
Edwards of E M.C.S.. the dusky flash,
made a run of 30 yards which altruist re-
sulted in a score but Jasonis pulled hint
(howls from behind.
Kith teams had much potential strength
that was kept its leash by- the poor field
although the E.M.C:.S. line was tery rug-
ged it did hot make such a good showing
as the 1932 line.
Squeezing Battle W ith Students
When the clotiols were hanging loa,
and the outhsok not tery roosy. 4$ team
captains and their to getlwr with
the studeitt Menuirial Fund coommittee
members firmly resolved at one o'clock
Friday too put the job across before sev-
en o'clock that night—And they (lid—
by securing rover $4,000 additional sub-
scriptinns. making a total slightly in ex-
cess tof $25.001. All who attended Maine
Night already know' the unusual manner
in which the announcement was made.
Because of the accumulation of work
in the Alumni Office immediately preced-
ing and during the student Memorial
I- utttl I antpoigti it its, beet. unpassibk
ta check carefully the subscriptions and
publish a revised statement of the total
contributed as well as the corrected list
of team and inditidual subscriptions. This
will lx' draw however and as early as
possible a final announcement made in a
regular or special edition of the Campus'.
Ti, the Student Senate goes much of the
credit for making possible the attainment
... to. That organizationt pleolged
itself In raise any amount up to $1(00.
It will not be necessary for the senate to
raise the entire amount.
Seteral fraternities, both inen's and
%omen's. are within two or three of IlX)
per cent subscribers. It is hoped that
every fraternity' will fall into line for
100% befoore the final corrected list is
published in the Cymru., and in the . 111.14
sits-
Three (organizations have subscribed to
the campaign. Alpha Zeta, the honorary
agricultitral fraternity was the first by
bringing ill a check for $25. Next. the
Maine Masque signer! up four $50. and
Kappa Gamma Phi, the honorary journ-
alistic societt. subscribed $25. Other air-
ganizations will be approached.
Also, it is expected that every student
who failed to subscribe will be given an
opportunity no come thrts with some con-
tribution et en thro it is small and make it
a Inn% campaign.
The freshman Itocki.y team cut another
no ttch. the deepest o.i all, in their hos-key
sticks when they took "ter Bangor High
at Itrosedwat Park in Memoir Tuesday
afternoon with a score of 3-2. This is
the first time in six years that a Maine
freshntan team has defeated Bangor I high,
ber 3, inclusive; that. In exchange for
-amid" Churchill of the "pale bliw" tore
the enlargement of the present holiday.
N 'sr br,.;te thr,itigil the
backs with the ball Lewis and Findlen ‘Verinrgdar• I)eeember 18. and Washing-
shoowed up well, eault with a goOat t/ o her
• redit Had it mot been fror Maine's cen-
terhalf, "Stubloy.• Burrell, Bangor %Algid
hate scored many times.
In the secoond half Bang or legato a
short spurt of good teantwoork and pass
ang. anol secured lwr only tao. points tof
the game. As a whole, however, her spir-
it 'of cosoperation was inferior to that of
the Maine outfit.
A set oif signals, the first too be used los
the Freshman team, were tried oout, and
petit-eft profitable to, them. Maine llAd ati
adtamage in having on her squad Vol
ly” McCready. "Stubby" Ittirrill. and
"Kay" Trio-key. former Itangoir. high
hrockey stars. who were familiar with the
Bangor style out hockey.
The Bangor team was a wowthwhile op-
ponent. and it was a hat.' fight too defeat
them.
The line-up:
Moore., rw ...rw. Gross
BANGORM.AINE
Findlen. ri  re. Carson
Uhurchill, cf  cf. lirown
Lewis. hi  Ii. Thompson
Ross, lw 1w, Allen
Thomas, rh rh Penney
Burrill, oh ch. raig
Stevens. lh Ih. McLeod
S°uic. rh
..rb, Stevnton
fCiMfi . 
et
tniedon l'age Two)
ton's Birthday, Friday, February 22. he
made days of regular class attendance;
and, if in your oopirtiont this plan is not a
suitable one, von a ill make come arrange-
trient w hich to, sou appears moire satisfas-
tory.
Respectfully yours.
Vernal Robey,
Pres. Student Senate
Mr. Versa' Robes
Per-silk/it, Student Senate
rnitersity of Maine.
Orono, Maine
Ms dear Mr Prober •
The netition of the Stiodent Cenate rel-
ative to an extension of the Tfianirsisiv -
hes recess has received serious considera-
tion In discussing voter nr000sal with
the Committee on Administration atten-
tion was rattled to the fact that althonah
The offset 'which volt nroorose fOrriec within
one-half day of morasting the total time re-
nuested. it will not form an offset for the
work of the nresent semester Yon of
enqtrae allfireehlte the fact that vont- ne
titinn slimed have been nresenterl before
the calendar was made tin and before the
various departments had planned their
work.
The'" are also two other featitres which
shoola receive serious consideration hy
ton The student pays his money and
/(ontinued on Poor Four)
Maine Frosh To Tackle
Nil. At Durham Sat.
The Maine Frosh iace the Nev. Hamp-
shire Frosh at Durham this Saturday and
it will be the hardest game of the sea-
son. The freshmen have a hard fighting
club this fall with a wealth of good ma
terial that will push ,the varsity for their
positions next year.
The Yearlings have not been scored
upon this year but they lack the scoring
punch as was shown in the game against
Coburn. If they play as steady. fighting
football at Durham as the varsity did
they will surely bring home the bacon.
Captain Jasonis received a bad injury
that may keep him out of the Wildcat
Junior game" but there is a chance that
he will be in condition to play. He is
one of the outstanding backs on the team.
both offensively and defensively and his
loss would be keenly felt. Libby also
was injured in the Coburn game. It is
very doubtful if he can get in condition
by Saturday as he has a very bad ankle.
He is one of the strong linesmen and will
be sorely missed.
NOTICE
All first year students, including fresh-
man and first year special students, who
have not received official permission from
the Senior Skulls to be exempt from
freshman rules, are ordered to abide by
the traditional rules until excused.
Senior Skull Society
The Second Annual Interacholast
Cross Country Run will be held Frida
October 26, at 2:00 P.M. on Alum
Field
There will be the two classes: prep a.
high school. The prep schools that ha
entered teams are Hebron Acaden
Bridgton Academy, and Lee Academy.
In the high school class there are re
resentatives of WWII schools: Brew
High. Danforth High, Deering Hig
Freeport High, and Hartland Acader
with full teams. Madison High has In
men entered, and Washington Acacia
has one.
Friday noon, the teams will be given
banquet in Alumni Hall.
(Com/ other! from Pow One)
Maine Opens State Series Wit1
Bates
defense. Palmer has played the win
of the first three games this year wh
Hickson has had only the experience
the New Hampshire game.
The rest of the line is in perfect co
dition for the Series with Vail and Dal
holding down the guard berths, Black
left end, Horne at left tackle and wi
()Id Reliable Zakarian at center.
Secret practices will be the rule for t
next three weeks with students ev
having to do the Human Fly act to s
the team at work. Maine's bewilderi
plays must be kept secret if they are
be effective. Coach Brice has given t
team new plays this week, including se
ral long passes. It is expected ti
!:.etes will rely to a considerable exile
it a passing game so Coach Brice
rifling the boys it) the art of throwi
.1)(1 breaking up passes. Lindbergh ve
Ave nothing on the pigskin that is us
-.)turday if all indications pan out.
THE STUDENTS STORE
FOR DRUGS
University Pharmacy
onTHE DELIC.-ITE
Of ilotluitiANT's perfumes appeals to those who are particular
Houbiganfs Toilet Special:4's
AT
"When you sec my new I nited Artists'
picture, 'The 'Woman Disputed,' you
w ill notice that I smoke cigarettes in
several scenes.
"Not w anting to show partiality to any
one of the four leading brands, I decided
to make 111 choice v ia the blindfold test,
us hich I had heard of man • imes.
lappil). I picked Ow
'I found them smooth, m
full) cool . . . her,
required ti sm e I hall
sist I ( I) ;011)5.
in a m- ul k
Id delight.
hen I am
turall) in.
s not a cough
I'005140 lot 414Df.11 eelebeeted sc.«. stet moll Ali C?. Lorillard Co. Let. IDA
OLD Got D• is • scene f••••• her 161,011i asled Artiste warned
sohtele. -The IL onus Dispelled
Names
Arthur Connor '29
Wm. P. Hamblet '31
Was, Nickerson '31
H. S. McGuire '31
C. A. Roberts '31
H. J. Bates '29
R. C. Wilkins '29
C. R. Bassett '29
D. E. Drew '29
G. V. Cuozzo '30
E. M. Woodward '31
J. D. Dickson '32
G. L. Coltart '29
T. Conant '31
W. J. Hartley '29
J. Howell '30
J. E. Hale '29
V. H. Kneeland '31
A. A. Dekin '32
L. Sweetser '32
Freida P. Weaver '29
Frances E. White '29
Josephine Hartwell '29
M. Christine Norwood '30
Carlista L. Mutty '29
Harry Mayers '30
W. S. Miles '29
M. F. Devine '31
D. P. Libby '31
H. J. Johnson '32
R. H. Stone '31
J. C. Buzzell '29
I. H. Small '29
P. T. Libby '31
Milton F. Kent '30
F. Bernard Clark '31
J. M. Thompson '29
H. H. Favor '31
E. W. Buzzell '32
B. W. .McPheters '29
H. H. Stuart '29
S. F. Billings '31
R. J. Brown '31
R. K. Mayo '32
V. MacNaughton '29
G. E. Rose '29
H. E. Elliott '29
P. Plummer '32
V. Gross .32
A. M. Dixon '31
H. Plummer '30
H. H. Morton '32
G. F. Hanabee '30
Helen Beasley '31
Katherine Whitcomb '31
Dora Colony '30
Louise A. Bates '30
Rosetta F. Randall '32
Mary Galaher '32
Rebecca Spencer '32
W. D. MacKenzie '31
K. Willets '32
K. W. E. F. Cooper '29
R. D. Parks '29
P. McSorley '29
W. L. Jones '30
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Individual Subscribers
Amount N. D. Shirley '29
$10. V. A. Gamage '29
20. N. H. Handers '32
20. G. H. Richardson '29
20. K. Haskell '30
ZO. H. Tracy, Jr. '31
50. F. E. Wier' '32
50. J. S. Adams '32
25. Lawrence Stevens '32
31 Ethel J. Thomas '31
25. Frances E. Smalley '32
30. George D. Bixby '29
20. J. R. LaPlant '29
30. A. E. Savage '30
20. J. E. Elliott '31
20. A. 0. Smith '29
25. M. Catherine Buck '29
20. Martha G. Wasgatt '30
20. D. Scott '31
20. Priscilla Sawyer '29
20 Edna M. Bailey '30
20 Florence Ilermann '32
20 B. F. Merrill '29
20. \V. M. Beal '31
30 V. E. Springer '31
25. W. M. Gilmore '32
25. J. B. Lynch '29
25. C. J. Hurley '29
20. F. J. Claffey '30
30. R. E. Carey '31
20. F. J. Greely '31
20. J. P. Ashworth '30
25. II. 0. DeCosta '30
25. N. L. Schultz '32
40 P. A. Weymouth '32
50. S.A.Jelleson '32
100 C. H. 7oles '31
50 I: B. E. Prescott '30
30 T. G. Harvey '29
25. Albert !Modery '30
20. (;. C. Copelas '31
20. ' H. H. Inman '30
20. A. A. Walker 31
20. Walter Hall '32
20. 1... C. Stewart '32
30. G. F. :Mahoney '29
20. R. W. Holmes '31
50.
20.
30.
50.
20.
50.
20.
30.
200.
20.
20.
20.
20.
200.
M. H. Wheeler '29
P. M. Marsh '29
C. J. Harribine '29
E. E. Mueller '32
C. M. Flynn '30
J. R. Feeley '32
F. Rub o '31
H. A. DeWolfe '29
R. J. Cyr '30
E. H. Walker '31
S. Sezak '31
C. L Lampropoulas '32
L F. Trueworthy '30
R. F. Jenks '32
25. Katherine Marvin '29
20 Eunice Jackson '29
30. Madeline Ilussey '29
30 Brenna Blaisdell '30
25. Margaret Hither '31
25. Helen Pike '31
THR iSCOMPAR Sill I \ 1.10i on. to lhe brilt los id ectr eeeeeii, the
history of tbs screen.. famous lir het moles,.aod -1Lika"
Made from the heart-leatvs of
the tobacco plant . . . that's the reason for
their boncr-hke cmonthness . . . and that's why
you can pick them with your eyes closed.
30. Virginia Cole '30
30. Erma F. Etudden '31
20. Eleanor I. Thompson '31
20. Doris Osgood '31
30. Alice Lincoln '29 •
20. Athalie Sweatt '30
20. Beulah Kneeland *29
20. Dorothy Ross '30
20. Beatrice Bryenton '29
20. Margaret E. Ludwig '31
20. Myrilla Guilfoil '31
40. Caroline Collins '29
25. Doris Beasley '30
25 Mary E. Sylvester '31
20. Louise A. Washburn '32
20. Muriel F. Ross '32
100. Evelyn Winslow '31
25. Dorothea Grew '31
20 Barbara Johnson '29
Fa) Doris Curtis '31
100 lara Floyd '30
20. Alice Burr '31
Phyllis Kneeland '31
Katherine Andreas '30
Pauline Nicheson '30
Esther Ilawkes '29
Reta Nason '30
Marjorie E. Burgess '32
Katherine B. Lang '31
Josephine A. Carbane '32
Frances M. Finger '31
Isabel, A. Robinson '32
25. Edward W. Strecker '31
20. William H. Smith '31
25. I-lime-aid G. Cheney '31
25. Ansel J. Syphers '31
20. Richard A. Wasgatt '31
50. E. Raymond Bradstreet '31
50. \ sa Vernon Wasgatt '30
20. Herbert R. Fitzmorris '29
25. Howard Donald '30
20. Ralph A. Burke '29
20. George H. Loare '32
20. Roger L. Annis '31
20. Earl D. Taft '29
25. Frank Austin '32
SO. Kingdon Harvey '30
100. James Frislin '31
20. Helen NfacLaughlin '30
20. Lewis P. Roberts '30
30. Thomas Keresey '32
20. Hector Herbert '30
15. Vaughan Hatch '30
20. Perley Armitage '30
20. Cedric Arnold '32
20. Gilbert Austin '30
20. Stewart Donohue '30
20. Kenneth Barker '32
25. William Mahoney '32
25. John Elmore '31
20. Franklyn Towne '30
20. Oscar ‘Vebb '29
20. R. F. Chandler'29
30. A. R. Coggins '29
10. H. R. Lopaus '29
20. R. C. O'Connor '29
20.
20.1
20:
20.
30.
30.
50.
20.
25.
25.
20.
10.
)0.
12.
12
12
15.
15.
20.
10.
20.
25.
20.
10.
10.
20.
25.
25.
25.
20.
20.
20.
20.
20.
20.
10. L. S. Kinney '29 40.
Igiven by external professors so that
the students would not have an idea what
the professor would ask. In this way
one could find out how much quantitative
education the student had acquired."
fore he could be downed. Kelly tosse
a 20 yard pass to Regali and Small nh,.!
It yards off tackle but the next play aa,
an incompleted pass and the whistle e)
ed their valiant effort to tie the score
Big Annual Sale
Starting Thursday, Oct. 18th
Complete line of Fall and Winter suits. overcoats and topcoats
at lowest prices
Sale closes Saturday Oct. 27
B. K. HILLSON'S
Hallowe'en Party?
‘Ve have a fine line of favors, tallies, etc.
Come in and hook them over at
PARK'S VARIETY
\TILL .•
STRAND BEAUTY SHOP
BEAUTY CULTURE
Tel. 95
MARJORIE E. Be
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Standing  of Fraternities
Fraternom
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Eta Kappa
Kappa Sigma
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma AlpHa Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Phi Sigma
Phi Mu Delta
Alpha Gamma Rho
Beta Kappa
Phi Kappa
Sorority
Alpha Omicron Pi
Phi Mu
Delta Delta Delta
Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega
Kappa Psi
Delta Zeta
Sigma Theta Rho
Sigma Tau
No. Members
32
33
35
34
41
46
30
32
42
34
11.
40
18
39
29
25
42
574
No. Members
28
'sr
19
12
25
16
18
10
5
155
No. Contributing Amt. Subscribed
18
13
31
36
32
37
24
26
35
26
27
26
7
34
22
17
27
438
No. Contributing
26
9
17
9
16
11
9
4
$470
230
640
1170
745
745
620
342
541
550
555
915
115
960
409.50
300
447
9744.50
Amt Subscribed
$590
141
320
300
445
150
140
55
101 2141
COACH BRICE ENDORSES
CAMPAIGN FOR GYM
Editor, "The Maine Campus,-
Dear Sir:
I heartily endorse the present Student !
Drive for the Gymnasium-Armory. Sure-
ly there is no greater need at the present
time from an athletic viewpoint than ade-
quate dressing rooms with lockers and
showers.
I believe it would stimulate greater stu-
dent activity in all branches of Sport, re-
sulting in larger squads and better com-
petition.
My best wishes that the drive may go
civer the top with a real display of Maine
Spirit.
those who "had to be shown" pointing
out some sales points in the campaign.
Prof. C. P. Vireston mixed wit and
humor with the serious emphasizing what
solicitors must do to get results.
Alumni Secretary C. E. Crossland
called upon some of the men who had
been doing outstanding work as solicitors
to describe their methods. They were.
Bill Bixby, Phil Marsh. Herb Bates and
"Mink" Kent.
Team captains meet again tomorrow
noon at one o'clock in Coburn Hall.
515- OF STUDENT BODY SUB-
SCRIBED UP TO WED. EVE.
: According to the tabulation Wednesday
Most sincerely, ' night only about 51% of the students had
Fred M. Brice. subscribed. the average being slightly
Head Coach Football above 20 dollars each. On this basis 500
- more subscriptions of the suggested min-
CAPTAINS AND SOLICITORS
WILL WORK FOR $8000
"It must be done" was the spirit in
which the ninety team captains and solici-
tors left the banquet and meeting Thurs-
day noon. They recognized that there
was a tremendous job yet to be done
$8.000 yet to be subscribed.
"Bob" Parks, presiding officer, first in front followed by the Lambda Chi and
called upon Charlie O'Connor who sug- . Phi Eta Kappa.
gested that salesmanship be applied to Pi Phi's and Tri Deli's are the leaders
• last game ot the 5r2;441.
,ach Brice sent the squad through a
.1 scrimmage on NVednesday after-
in and the team looked especially !mall
pa...es. Black catieht several 25 and 311.
rI 1,:isscs frinn Ablsitt and M.irami that
.motil.1 have resulted in touchd.ines if
.s.'rked in a real game. Maine should
mme a big day in the air if the field is in
c.edition.
(attain Buzzell, Mike Coltart.
Black. Sam Gray, John Lynch. George
\..ddidn and Jack LaPlant will be playine
•heir last game for Maine and will be
L!..ing at top form. The eyes of the State!
ill he turned on the Maine performers
this game just about decides several
berths.
Maine's lineup will probably lw about
same as the last two games although
(;Y and Bill Gowell may get the
tarting tackle assignments over Horne'
!oil Lynch. These four huskies can
.-tand with the best of them and would
•trengthen any club.
Colby Game
Playing under conditions which were
,lot made for football. the Colby football
ream held the Maine gridders to a score-
!ess deadlock in an ocean uf squashy
Auagmire. normally known as Alumni
Fiekl, Orono, last Saturday. The pray
r. of the Colby team were answered in
!!!'l while the Maine hopes were blame!!
a thousand parts as the Maine of -
o•nse is built upon speed. deception and
passing. Even with a decided advantae.
171 punting Colby failed to score although
they made several close attempts. Maine
mat completely tied up by the weather
man and although they threatened Col-
tis's goal line three times they could mit
score.
The game was lung drawn out froml
the frequent drying ..f the hall and it was 1
s ilrears', colorless contest with few:
dashes of brilliant playing as neither
team could play real football. The pert-
od• of the last half were shortened to 10
minutes so the game could be finished in
time for supper.
! Amain Buzzell could not get his usual
•,:ing end runs started because of the
s,osh footing but he did get away for a
couple of long gains and a IS yard pass!
imum must be secured.
Thanks to one generous subscription
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity leads in
average subscription with the Kappa Sig-
ma next and Phi Mu Delta a very close
third, all over $30 for each subscriber.
On a percentage of members subscribed
the Phi Kappa Sigma boys are well out
THURSDAY ASSEMBLY
Another special asscnibL seas held in
the Chapel this morning. Bob Vaelks act-
ed as chairman and opened tbo meeting
by saying that $16,000 has been pledged.
and that Phi Kappa Sigma was the first
fraternity to subscribe 100%.
President Boardman delivered 1.111C of
the best addresses he has ever given on
the campus. He said that this drive is
not a drive for the faculty. administra-
tion or trustees, but that this does not
mean that these bodies are not behind it.
In fact they are all interested in seeing it
put across. President Boardman contin-
ued bs: saying that there would be no at-
tempt to compel any person to give, but
ii the students wanted the drim e to be a
success they should give. "Each student
should ask himself 'am 1 willing to sac-
rifice a part of nmy good time for this
cause?'" the speaker said. He pointed
out the fact that the news that the drive
is a success will be a big help in starting
the alumni again. If it fails, however, the
alumni will feel that the situation is luke-
warm.
President Boardman then told a story
' about a Maine alumnus who gave more
than his share in the Alumni drive. He
said that the students were not being
asked to give until it hurts. The alumnus
!gave because he loved Maine. "How
much do the students love Maine?"
President Boardman asked in closing.
Stanley Wallace, the next speaker
said "We need the gym. We must give
until we get it-faculty-students-altinmi
and all."
Dean Achsa Bean praised the women's
average and said she hoped that it would
stay high.
Mike Coltart said that the fact can-
not be stressed too strongly that what the
students give will impress the alunmi
and will result in fast or slow action on
their part.
FROM COLBY
In 'edimcn.iLs s IssuC •t the Colby
Echo plans for a drive for a new gym at
that college are announced. Maybe we
have started some competition. Vhat
will Colby think if we fail to reach our
goal? Ire I not fail! H.
We've got to work together as a team.
EVERY LAST ONE OF US, and ON-
LY as a TEAM will we succeed.
in the girls fraternities, the former in
amerage subscription and the latter by
having 17 of its 19 members already
signed on the dotted line.
It is hoped that in time for the regular
issue oi the Campus tomorrow that sev-
eral fraternities will hate made a per-
fect score.
nem seen at Urinal" 111113 tem
well ac the An-fitartic women. f•rftret
Nlaine made 12 first downs awl Colby Skulls, and the present coaching staff.
made It, although in the second half Colby
eciuld not make one. Colby rushed the
Bear performers miff their feet in the
first period and Maine did the same. with
many (if them, in the third quarter. The
(.1,Utiffiled on Paw l'o, r
Frosh Eleven Defeats
New plueigraphs .if Balentine and Han-
nibal Hamlin Ifall complete the calendar.
The nork inside the cover is done in blue
ink. %hid) is also a nen idea.
The calendars are on exhibition at the
University Store and may be bought there
or from the Skulls or All-Maine Women.
The price is fifty cents. Five htmdred
E.M.C.S.: Closes Season were printed and they are selling
The Maine Fri sh pro‘ed themselses
be able seamen in the last game of their
..:eaS. In by pulling tho.ugh with a t'm Ii, II
victory over the husky team from E.M.
C.S. on the soaked Alumni Fiekl in the
middle of a pouring rain here last Sat
urday morning. Neither team could
good ball because of the soggy footinc
Both teams lost chances to score by cost-
ly fumbles of the slippery ball.
The Freshmen fumbled twice in the 5
yard line on what should hate been
touchdowns if the ground was dry. Sims.
Riley and Rumazza tore off long gains
while Fickett and Robins stood out in the
lhw for the Frosh. Powell, and (*mort-
is acre: consistent ground gainers for
E.M.C.S. while the work of Bing Con-
nolly at tackle was strong.
Rill Kenyon started most of the sec-
ond string men who made a good showing
hut the first team was put in the game
before the end of the period. Neither
team could get the advantage in this per-
iod, both punting and fumbling frequent-
ly. In the second quarter Sims made a 30
'MA run and Riley made another of 20
yards that !mated the way for Sims to
plunge the ball across the line. In the
last half Riley got loose for a 40 yard
run Inn nas pulled down on the 10 yard
line %here the Yearlings fumbled the ball.
Edwards of E.M.C.S.. the dusky flash,
made a run of 30 yards which almost re-
sulted in a score but Jasonis pulled him
down from behind.
Roth teams had much potential strength
that was kept in leash by the poor field
although the E.M.C.S. line was very rug-
ged it did not make such a good showing
as the 1932 line.
Time calendars are not only useful
Pi students and faculty but make spleti-
(lid Christmas presents for friends and
relative's.
Jenkins. and Hartley.
The Maine hand furnished inuoi
clever announcement of the result of OH
Memorial Gym Campaign was carried "lit
by Bob Parks and F.mkla Bailey. A mot.
ster bonfire was ignited-one of the hest
emer seen oil Maine Night.
Parties at the various fraternity houses
and dances in Orono and Bangor com-
pleted the evening's entertainment.
•
The Inter-class Cross Country Run.
held yesterday oser the three mile Fresh-
man course. resulted in a win for the
Juniors. As in the Pumpkin Meet, the
Freshmen placed set-owl. The Seniors
were third and the Sophomores last.
tt
No. 7
Forfeit Two Days of
ation and Washington's Birthday
Order To Lengthen Thanksgiving Recess
's Birthday. and One Day From Christmas Recess
To Extend Turkey Day Furlough Five Days:
11 Parade Will Be Abolished Next Year
hms student %ow oil Question Alter Student Senate Acts
lame Runners Victors
Over Bates Harriers
Maine's great cross country team scored
t easy victory over the Bates team, 17
. 44, Friday, Nov. 2. on Al  Field.
(tacit Jenkins withheld Capt. Mac
•aughton from the race, not a ishing to •
ke any unnecessary chances with Mac-
aughton's sore leg.
'N'
II ARMY RICHAIRDS0N
Lindsay and Richardson, as in every
meet this year. were again the individual
leaders. They finished a quarter of a mile
ahead of the next two men. Brooks and
Caler of Maine.
Two Bates men were the next finishers,
then came three more Maine num.
Summary:
I. Tie. 1.indsio M, Richardson NI; 3,
Tie, Brooks SI, Cater ; 5. Hobbs It;
-apt. Chesty) B; 7. Malik N; It, Stan-
,•NI : 't, Stinson M; 10, Jont's H.
Frosh Hockey Squad
Wins Twice By 3-2 Tally
The freshman hockey team cut another
notch, the deepest Of all, in their hockey
sticks when they took oser Bangor High
at Broadway Park in Bangor Tuesday
afternoon with a score 14 3-2. This is
the first time in six years that a Maine
freshman team has defeated Rangier Iligh.
The game was fast and furious all the
way, with the hall mostly in Maine's
territory. Time and time again Captain
"Spud" Churchill of the "pale blue" tore
Committee Comes Through at Eleventh haeme and broke through the opposinghacks nith the ball Lewis and 'Indict)
showed up well, each with a goal to her
Hour To Put New Gym Drive Over Top redit. 'lad it not been for Maine's ern -
have scored many times.
$25,000 Fund Raised After Solicitors Engage In In the second half Bangor began ashort spurt of procal teamwork anti pass-
ing. and secured her only two points of
the game. As a whole, however, her spir-
it of cooperatkm was inferior to that of
the Maine outfit.
A set of signals, the first to be used by
the Freshman team, were tried out, and
proved profitable to them. Maine hail all
advantage in having on her squad "Pol-
ly" McCready, "Stubby" Burrill, and
"Kay" Trickey. former Bangor. high
hockey stars, who were familiar with the
Bangor style of hockey.
The Bangor team was a worthwhile op
ponem, and it was a hard fight to defeat
them.
line-up:
MAINE
Moore., rw 
Findlen, ri 
l'hurchill, et
Lewis, Ii
Ross. In 
Thomas, rh
Burrill. ch
Stevens. lh
Soule. rtm  ..rb. Ste% rIP«
(Continned on Pao Two)
Squeezing Battle I‘ith Students
When the clouds acre hanging 1,,w
and the outlivik not very. rosy. 48 team
captains and their solicitors together with
the student Memorial Fund committee
members firmly resolved at one o'clock
Friday to put the job across before sev-
en o'clock that night-And they did-
by securing over $4,000 additional sub-
scriptions, making a total slightly in ex-
cess tif $2.5,000. All who attended Maine
Night already know the unusual manner
in which the announcement was made.
Because of the accumulation of work
in the Alumni Office immediately preced-
ing and during the student Memorial
[mid I ampaign it has been mitrissibk
to check carefully the subscriptions and
publi•li a re, .tatement of the total
contributed :IS aril as the corrected list
of team and indisidual subscriptions. This
%ill be done hoaever and as early as
possible a final announcement made in a
regular er special edition of the Campers.
I To the Student Senate set much of the
!credit for making possible the attainment
..1 the goal. That (.rganization pledged
itself to raise any amount up to $1000.
It %ill not be necessary for the senate to
raise the entire amount.
Several fraternities, both men's and
*omen's, are within two or three of 100
per cent subscribers. It is hoped that
every fraternity- will fall into line for
100% before the final corrected list is
published in the Camtaz and in time .1/Me-
na&
Three organizations have subscribed to
the campaign. Alpha Zeta, the honorary
agricultural fraternity was the first by
bringing in a check for $25. Next. the
Maine Masque signed up for $50. and
Kappa Gamma Phi, the honorary journ-
alistic society. subscribed $25. Other or-
ganizations will be approached.
Also, it is expected that every student
who failed to subscribe will be itiselt an
opportunits to come thru with some con-
tribution emen tho it is small and make it
a lin% campaign.
terhalL "Stubby" Burrell Bangor would
BANGOR
rw, Gross
ri, Carson
 
cf, Brown
Ii Thompson
Anefl
 Ili h 'tunis-
Ii. I rani
 Ili. Mu -I e.,41
A statement granting a live day
recess at Thanksgiving this year
was issued by President Boardman
through the president of the Stu-
dent Senate Wednesday evening.
In order to make this change in the
calendar it will be necessary to cut
two days from the Christmas re-
cess, and also make Washington's
Birthday a regular class day.
This decisi,ai was reached after each
Ii. 'mite and dorm on campus had the op-
portunity to sote on the question. This
%-te resulted in a victory for the lien' va-
cation plan by an 11-8 majority. Many
organizatiiins opposed the plan on the
grounds that they lived a great distance
irom the campus, and the shortening of
the Christmas sacation aould be an in-
c. meant-me to them.
The new plan states that classes will
el, Wednesday at 5:05 p.m. and resume
Tuesday monting at 8 o'clock. The
change is the result of action taken by the
Student Senate, which brought the matter
hefiire the Board of Administratiem
stres..ing the. fact that it was the popular
wish of time- majority of the student hotly
that the recess be lengthened. The board
turned the matter over to the president
ith poaer. Mr. Boardman suggested a
referendum among the students, and af-
ter this was held and the change was fay-
need by the majority the prs.sident issued
the statement allowing the poilotiged re-
cess.
This plan still also hold ba- next year,
except that but one day will be taken
front the Christmas recess Armistice
day a-ill be made a rettoilar class 'day ns
fill out the other (lay. TN. mauinual R.0.
TA'. Parade will be almilished. The
Thanksgiving recess will begin Worities-
day noon next year instead of M'ednes-
day night.
The correspondence be-tat:en President
Boardman awl the Student Senate fol-
lows:
President Harold S. Boardman
University of Maine
1)ear Sir:
The University of Maine Student
finely for several years has desired a real
week-end hmailiday at Thanksgiving. Its
representative body, tin' Men's Student
Senate, has not in the past taken season-
able action mi the matter, nor presented
a sensible sm uluit iimtm /if the problem. The
present Student Senate feels that the en-
tire Student Body sheath! not be made to
suffer further for the past negligence of
its former representatives. Theref,ire,
after careful investigation and consid-
eration of the whole problem, after con-
sultations with members of both the Stu-
dent Body and Faculty, the present Sen-
ate earnestly offers for your approval the
following plan:
That there shall be declared for 1928-
29 a Thanksgiving holiday from Thurs-
day, November 29, to Monday. Decern-
i bee 3, inclusive: that, in exchange for
the enlargement of the present holiday.
Wednesday. December 1K, and Washing-
ton's Birthday, Friday, February 22. be
made days of regular class attendance;
and. if in your opinion this plan is not a
suitable one, yon will make some arrange-
ment which to yew appears more satisfac-
tory.
Respectfully yours.
Versa! Robey,
Pres. Student Senate
Mr. Versal Rohey
President, Student Senate
University of Maine.
Orono. Maine
My dear Mr Robes::
The fw-tit;, IT) of the Student gestate rel-
ative to an extensism of the Thanksiais
recess has received Rewires roneidern-
Tn din-maim( emir nroemosal with
the Committer ori *idminioratiori atten-
tion was ratted to the fact that abbot's+
the nffset 'which von riennose comes within
one-half dav of meetina the total time re-
'locoed. it a ill not form an offset for the
stork of the present semeeter. You of
course armeeeiame the fact that votir Pe-
tition mhottM has e been presented before
the falemfar Itas made 11r, anti before the
vat-hint depnrtments had planned their
work
There arc also two other feature‘ which
shoold receive serious consideration by
son The student pass his mono.% and
(ronfinued nit mane Foto.)
4
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Maine Frosh To Tackle
N.I. At Durham Sat.
The Maine I-rosh IitiC the New I lamp
shire Frosh at Durham this Saturday and
it will he the hardest game of the SCA-
SOW The freshmen have a hardfit
club this fall with a wealth oi good ma
terial that will push the rarsity 1.,r their
positions next year.
The Yearlings hare not been scored
upon this year but they lack the scoring
punch as was shown in the game against
Coburn. li they Flay as steady. fighting
football at Durham as the rarsity did
they will surely bring home the bacon.
Captain received a bad injury
that may keep him out .4 the Wildcat
Junior gam - but there is a chance that
he will he in condition to play. He is
one f the out•tanding backs on the team.
both offensir sly and de iensively and hi.
loss would be keenly felt. Libby also
was injured in the Coburn game. It is
very doubtful if he can get in condition
by Saturday as he has a very bad ankle.
lie is one of the strong linesmen and will
be sorely missed.
NOTICE
All first year students, including fresh-
man and first year special students, who
hare not received official permission from
the Senior Skulls to be exempt front
freshman rules, are ordered to abide by
the traditional rules until excused.
Senior Skull Socior
i Strand Bowling Alle
Bowling and Billiards.
The Second Allt11141 Interscholas
Cross Country Run will be held Frid:
october 25i. at 2:00 P.M on Alun
Field
There will be the two classes: prep a
high school. The prep schools that ha
entered teams are liebn.n Acaden
Bridgton Academy, and Lee Academy.
In the high school class there are ri
resentatires of wren schools: Brew
II igh. Dan forth I filth. Deering II it
Freeport High. and Hartland Acadet
with full teams. Madison High has fc
flICI1 entered, and Washington Acader
has one.
Friday noon. the teams ail! he gist)
banquet in Alumni !fall.
(Thal itlit'd from PrI,le Hole
Maine Opens State Series Wit:
Bates
defense. Palmer has pla)ed the win
.4 the first three games this year wh
Hickson has had only the experience
the New Hampshire game.
The rest of the line is in perfect cx
dition for the Series with Vail and Da
holding down the guard berths, Black
left end. Horne at left tackle and w
Old Reliable Zakarian at center.
Secret practices will be the rule for I
next three weeks with students es
having to do the Human Fly act to t
the team at work. Maine's bewilderi
plays must be kept secret if they are
be effective. Coach Brice has giren
team new plays this week, including se
rd lung passes. It is expected tI
H.Ites will rely to a considerable exit
II a passing game so Coach Brice
drilling the boys in the art of throwi
and breaking up passes. Lindbergh a
have nothing on the pigskin that is us
Saturday if all indications pan out.
THE STUDENTS STORE
FOR DRUGS
1 University Pharmacy
••••11.1
THE DELIC.17E ODOR
Of Houto), Cs perfumes appeals to those who are particular
Houbigant's Toilet Specialties
AT
\k°
Nichols Mug *ore
. , 
4,,,‘ •
littliOtsii, • •
ais 
• • NI 
Let-- g.
w.f.
"Not a cough
4
1t-in
$8,000 More Is Needed For Gym Drive
Trrrit..0
1 North Hall--Maples
2 Balentine
3 lialentine
4 Balentine
5 Mt. Vernon
6 • NVebster
7 Orono
8 Orono
9 Bangor
10 Bangor
11 Old Town
12 Stillwater
13 Old Town
14 Stillwater
15 Sigma Phi Sigma
16 Sigma Nu
17 Theta Chi
18 Beta Theta Pi
19 Hannibal Hamlin
20 Hannibal Hamlin
21 Hannibal Hamlin
22 Hannibal Hamlin
23 Hannibal Hamlin
24 Oak Hall
25 Oak Hall
26 Sigma Alpha Epsilon
27 Delta Tau Delta
28 Kappa Sigma
29 Phi Eta Kappa
30 Lambda Chi Alpha
31 Phi Kappa Sigma
32 Ileta Kappa
33 Phi Mu Delta
31 Phi Gamma Delta
35 Alpha Gamma Rho
36 .‘lplia Tau Omega
37 Sigma Chi
38 Phi Kappa
39 Webster
40 Webster
41 Orono (Pine St.)
42 Orono ( Mill St.)
43 Orono (Main St.)
44 Orono (Beech St.)
45 Orono (Middle St.)
46 Bangor
47 Bangor
48 Bangor
Total
No. Pr. Ispects No Sub. Thurs.
21 4
38
43 5
38 7
29 9
24
24
24
21
>3)
19
7
17
18
54
31
39
31
23
21
25
37
37
32
30
46
35
35
")-1
39
41
29
3)
33
4/
39
37
25
23
17
21
23
20
23
1355
"Ys Norma Talmadge alter the Blindfold Test
"When you see my new t Inked Artists'
picture, 'The ‘N'oman Disputed,' you
will notice that I smoke cigarettes in
several scenes.
"Not wanting to show partiality to any
tine 44f the four leading brands, I decided
to make in) choice s ia the blindfold test,
is hich I had heard of man • Imes.
I picked Ow Gout
"1 fikund them smikoth, m id delight-
full) cool . . fter, s hen I am
required t sm( c 1 hall turally in-
sist 41 1 ( i DS. e s not a cough
in a fi in-
(1101I•1 t its 1.1,101.5 telt 11,,rd .0•, .moh.n Q P. LAWillietiii Co., Eat. ihe
OLD 11;1,1 on •  tier Isle•I I oiled Artists MIME'
seams they Wed "
tut I.., d.,11 %PI '1.t.1111 ons 1,1 hest tJ •rt•e•fre• ifl lb*
hotlory of the screen . famous low hot roles is "Csaulle- sad -Kaki."
Made from the heart-leares of
the tobacco plant . . . that's the reason for
their honer-like imoothness . .. and that's why
you can pick them with your eyes closed.
SMOOTHER AND BETTER—"NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD"
2
1
1
2
4
5
5
4
8
4
-7
1
7
5
12
4
5
1
3
1
4
6
130
Am. unt
S 50
5
120
(IS
175
30
-75
20
10
50
50
40
50
30
30
311
4))
71)
511
50
80
30
Poo
SI
2"5
37.50
160
30
3))
(0)
20
75
65
$210730
Total Sub. Total
10 160
23 405
16 320
28 481
)5 665
IS 230
9 t)50
11 245
8 175
5 90
6 120
4 100
5 80
9 160
7 120
23 485
26 520
25 870
26 410
18 360
16 202
10 195
/0 310
23 399
30 475
32 480
24 285
23 590
3(1 725
31 630
3' 1075
17 300
3) 890
29 640
) 409.50
19 505
11 190
23 382
12 305
16 290
13 215
12 320
15 305
6 110
255
7 135
8 95
45
832 $17.003.50
*men or elegem, proferine• en that
the students would hut have an idea what
the professor would ask. In this way
one could find out how much quantitative
education the student had acquired."
fore he could be downed. Kelly tossed
a 20 yard pass to Regali and Small mad.
8 yards off tackle but the next play a:‘
an incompleted pass and the whistle ei
ed their valiant effort to tic the score
Big Annual Sale
Starting Thursday, Oct. 18th
t (,inplitic lint ,pi Fall and ‘1 inter suits, overcoats and topcoats
at lowest prices
)Sale closes Saturday Oct. 27
B. K. HILLSON'S k
/12i
I El t
Hallowe'en Party?
V. e have a tine line of favors, tallies. etc.
1
PARK'S VARIETY
I. .0111e in and Is it sk them (,ver at
( L STRAND BEAUTY SHOPBEAUTY CULTURETel. 95
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